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Carroll To Make First
State Of Commonwealth
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll, who in the last Kentucky
legislature presided over the Senate,
will make his first state of the
commonwealth speech tonight before a

joint session of the 1976 General
Assembly.
Carroll was lieutenant governor in
the 1974 legislature and became
governor a year ago when Wendell

Optimists Earn Awards
'three awards have been earned by
members of the local Optimist Club of
Murray for work done to promote the
club's projects.

outstanding performance of the clubs
under his jurisdiction in Zone 12 of the
West Kentucky-Virginia District of
Optimist International.

Bill Cherry, 722 Fairlane Drive, will
be recognized as a "Distinguished and
Outstanding Lt. Governor of Optimist
International 1974-75," according to
Patrick L. Grady, president of the international men's civic service
organization.

Of 496 Lt. Governors in the U. S. and
Canada, only 75 achieved the
"Distinguished Lt. Governor" status
and only 31 qualified as "Outstanding
Lt. Governors," it was noted by current
local Optimist President Howard
Steely,

Mac Fitts, last year's president of the
local club, will be awarded The
Distinguished President Award, a gold
wrist watch, given in recognition of
exceptional leadership and accomplishment. The award is only given
to the president of a club that has also
qualified as an honor club, which is the
third award gained by the local
chapter.
Cherry's award was based on the

The Optimist Club of Murray was
chartered in 1967 with 35 members and
now has 47. It is an affiliate of the
Kentucky-West Virginia District of
Optimist International which comprises the states of Kentucky and West
Virginia. Optimist International,
founded in 1919, is devoted to
stimulating interest in good government, respect for law, and civic affairs
and youth work.

Ford resigned to become a United
States Senator.
The session began on Tuesday, with
both houses dealing mainly with
housekeeping chores and confirming
those leaders named previously in
party caucuses.
The Senate convenes at 2 p.m. today,
the House at 6 and Carroll's speech is
scheduled for 7 in the House chamber.
A series of committee meetings, the
first of the year, also were on today's
agenda. And, freshmen legislators in
both the House and Senate were
planned to hold caucuses.
On opening day of the two and one
half month session, Chief Justice Scott
Reed of the Kentucky Supreme Court
administered the oath of office to House
members and Justice John Palrnore
gave the oath to Senators.
Joe Prather of Vine Grove was
elected President Pro Tem of the
Senate, which, like the house, is
dominated by Democrats.
Other Democratic leaders approved
by the full Senate were Pat McCuiston
of Pembroke, Assistant President Pro
Tern; Tom Garrett of Paducah,.
Majority Floor Leader; Danny Yocom
of Louisville, Democratic Caucus
Chairman; and Kelsey Friend of
Pikeville, Maiority Whip.
i See Carroll, Page 12)

Stanford Andrus To Retire
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
The second city clerk that the City of
Murray has known in the last 46 years
will retire Saturday from his post here.
Stanford Andrus, who took over the
pasitinalaltaa,a59,adll makahierezit
from the city hall office that has been
his home for so many years.
Andrus took over the office after
Charlie Grogan, who served for over 29
years, retired in 1959. Before that,
Andrus worked at the Murray Coal and
Ice Co. for almost 20 years, starting out
hauling coal and terminating as
manager-bookkeeper at the firm.
In 1962, the total revenue for the city
amounted to $283,258, compared to a
revenue total for considerably over $1
million last year, not including revenue
sharing.
By comparison, it took $53,000 to run
the police department in 1963, $225,000
in 1974; other department comparisons
are: fire department, $46,000,

compared to $235,000 in 1974; street
department, $55,000 and $103,000; and
sanitation department, $40,000 and
$183,000.
Holmes Ellis was in his first term as
city mayor when Andrus started. He
has served with two mayors, one city
attorney,and43 different councilmen.
Andrus gives the most credit to the
first council he served under, for
having the confidence to award him the
position with no municipal government
experience. The first council was made
up of Ellis, Joe Dick, Lester Nanny, Al
Young, Marvin Harris, M. C. Ellis, Ben
Grogan, Richard Tuck, Frank Lancaster, Merritt Marine, William C.
Adams, Charles Mason Baker and Guy
Spann.
Andrus' duties include the issuing of
all city auto stickers and city licenses;
collection of all city taxes and city
school taxes; disbursement of all funds
paid by the city, from the general fund
to revenue sharing and hospital tax
funds: he makes out all city payrolls

and keeps the minutes for the city
council.
"A lot of progress has been made,"
Andrus said of his time in office,"soma
good, and some not." He pointed ad,
that one of the areas of greatest advancement has been the hospital.
Andrus is a deacon at First Baptist
Church, and has taught several different Sunday School classes, and Iii;
been department director more than
once. He was treasurer for the churoi
at one time, and was bookkeeper'
treasurer for the educational buildirg
construction project.
Andrus has been married for 18 years
to the former Laurine Tarry, who
taught school in the city school system
for 33 years.
"My only regret I have is that I
haven't been able to do better," Andrus
said. "Any assignment that is
honorable is worthy of doing the best
job you can do, even if it is mowing the
yard."
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Gertha Jones, left, LPN, and Nancy McClure, right, LPN., demonstrate
the ultrasound fetal doppler now in use at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Fetal Pulse Detector Now
Being Used At Local Hospital
An ultrasound doppler fetal pulse
detector is now being used in the labor
and delivery area of the Murray
Calloway County Hospital. Since its
introduction in 1964, the Doppler
principle has become widely used in
physicians offices and hospitals for the
detection of fetal life, placental
localization, detection, of multiple
pregnancies _. and *fetal
heart
monitoring. At Murray Calloway
County Hospital the Doppler is used in
the periodic monitoring of the fetal
hear during labor.
The ultrasound doppler detects and
greatly amplifies reflections of moving

tissue, such as the fetal heart tones, and
converts these ultrasonic waves into
the audible sounds of the fetal pulse. It
may be used with a stethescope or be
attached to an amplifier which enables
the mother and father to hear the
baby's heart Hearing the fetal heart
beat can be both exciting and
reassuring to expectant parents.
Using the doppler rather than the
conventional telescope makes for safer
care for both mother and baby.
Through periodic monitoring of the
fetal heart using thiiimproved method,
signs of fetal distress can be picked up
more effectively.

Bcokstore Honor Scholarships of $75
for Purchases of books and supplies
have been awarded to 34 juniors and
seniors at Murray State University by
the University Bookstore.
Recipients, 18 seniors and 16 juniors,
were selected for the spring semester
scholarships on the basis of academic
achievement, according to Bob
McDowell, bookstore manager.
Senior recipients are: Lana Aldridge,
Marion; Jerry Burkeen and Sarah
Cooper, both of Murray; Jeanne G
Cole, LaCenter; Diane M. Drake, Philip
Kilby, Denise L. Ragland,and Kathy A.
Vaughn, all of Louisville; Scott F
Gaines, Earlington; Janice M. Greene,
Muncie, Ind.; Larry T. Moscoe, Frankfort; Katie Paschall, Puryear, Tenn.;
Donna K. Pinner and Jill J. Sinclair,
both of Paducah; Beryl K. Pixley, Mt
Carmel, Ind.; Karen E. Singleton.
Owensboro; Michael E. Summers.
Bardwell; and Samuel Wise, Simpson,
M.
Junior recipients are: Mary Jo
Arflack, Marion; Harold W. Arnett and
Benjamin J. Stahr, both of Mayfield
Linda J. Buchanan and David W.Ezell.
both of Hopkinsville; Pamela Churchill, Middleburg Heights, Ohio.
William Drennan, Fredonia; Darleen
M. Elder and Karen D. Kline, both of
Louisville; Karen L. Jones, Belleville.
M.; Meni H. McClure, Henderson.
Kenneth M. Mercer, Decatur, Ill., C
M. O'Bryan, Paducah; Marsha L.
°Nan, Sturgis; Cynthia R. Readel,
Murray; and Mary B. Todt, Sikeston,
Mo.
McDowell said students who received
a scholarship last fall, when they were
awarded for the first time, and students
who are receiving scholarship aid for
books from another source were not
considered for spring semester
scholarships.

MARCH OF DIMES MONTH—March of Dimes Campaign Co-Chairmen Mrs. Marge Hays and Mrs. Jerry Fitch,
and publicity chairman Billie Hall watch as Calloway County judge Robert 0. Miller signs a proclamation
declaring January as"March of Dimes Month" in Calloway County.
Staff Photo by David HA

Hutson Rejects Proposal By
Agency To Allow Barge Terminal
A proposal that would allow it to build
a controversial barge terminal on
Kentucky Lake has been rejected by
Hutson Chemical Co.
The proposal rejected by Hutson
provided that the local chemical firm
Iglotaid Agree to monitor the lake floor
taki waters in the terminal area for
possible impact on fish and fishing, as
required by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
David Patterson, chief of the Corps'
construction and operations division at
Cincinnati, said yesterday that the
proposal Hutson turned down was a
"modified and reduced" monitoring
plan submitted by the wildlife agency
since the dispute over the terminal
went to the Cincinnati Corps office in
October from the Corps' Nashville
District.
"We're now talking in terms of
months more before the permit is
issued or denied," Patterson said,
adding that the dispute "more than
likely" will go to the chief of the
engineers and probably to the office of
the secretary of the Army in
Washington for final action.
Dan Hutson, chemical company
president, said in a letter to Brig. Gen.
E. R. Heiberg III, division engineer of
the corps, that "it is our opinion it is
highly unfair and unethical for an
agency of the federal government to
ask our company or any company to
fund a research program in order to
obtain a permit for a barge terminal."
Hutson said the same studies insisted
upon are being conducted by Murray

State University. The university has a
large biological station near the
proposed terminal in the Anderson
Creek Embayment of the lake south of
Murray.
Hutson applied for the permit three
years ago, and....a.. public hearing, was
held on the application in March 1973.
At the hearing, the terminal, which
would serve a large farming area, was
supported by several organizations,
including the Murray Chamber of
Commerce and the Calloway County
Farm Bureau and individuals. It was
opposed by members of the staff of the
Murray State biology department and
several environmentalists.
But in the final stages of consideration of the application by the
corps' Nashville District, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service became the major
objector.
The service listed that Hutson
provide fish attractors (wooden stakes
in the water to simulate undergrowth
that lures fish), shipment records and
extensive monitoring.
Hutson agreed to the attractors and
the record keeping.
Col. Henry Hatch, Nashville District
engineer of the corps, directed that the
the Cincinnati office. He
dispute go
said the district could not act on the
permit as long as the Fish and Wildlife
Service objects.
Patterson said yesterday the Cincinnati office appears to be in the same
position.
Hutson said that "inflation and other
factors" have pushed the terminal's

Break-In Reported
At Cain Tire Here

Lessons On Stringed
Instruments Planned

Murray City Police reported a breakin at the Cain Tire Center here Monday
night, according to department reports.
Burglars broke a glass in a rear door
and made off with the cash register and
contents, police said. About $200 in cash
and $1,500 in checks was reported
missing.
An investigation is continuing into the
incident by department officials.

Hazardous Driving
Rain changing to snow and making
driving hazardous. Snow diminishing
tsmight„ possibly accumulating 2 to 4
Inches before ending. Very cold tonight.
Low near 10. Partly cloudy and very
cold Thursday. High 15 to 20. Fair and
very cold Friday. Chances of
measurable precipitation are 40 per
cent tonight.
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A meeting to organize a program of
free lessons on three stringed instriunents for fourth grade students in
Marshall and Calloway counties will be
held by the Department of Music at
Murray State University on Monday
evening,Jan. 12.
c, David Nelson, an assistant professor
of music who will supervise the
program, said parents and students
from the two counties who are interested should attend the meeting at
7:30 p. m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
campus.
Advanced string majors at Murray
State will teach classes on the violin,
viola, and cello, according to Nelson.
Classes will meet on the campus for a
half hour twice a week after school. An
orchestra of the students will be put
together and will play concerts late in
the spring.
Although . the. program has. been
organized primarily for fourth graders,
Nelson emphasized that fifth and sixth
grade students who are interested in
learning to play one of the stringed
instruments may also register for
lessons at the meeting.
He said full details of the program

estimated cost to $750,000. The original
estimate was $200,000 in late 1972.
The modified proposal of the Fish and
Wildlife Service is to sample the lake
bottom along the sailing line to and
from the terminal before construction
and - at - intervals,4se--itve yeses. The
service agreed that monitoring could be
stopped if there were no signs of adverse impact on fish and lake-floor
growth after five years. It proposed
more extensive monitoring if an adverse impact were recorded.
There is no barge terminal now on the
west side of Kentucky Lake. A coal
terminal and a limestone terminal are
on the east side, however.
The corps at Nashville yesterday said
progress is being made on making
available 124 acres of land on Lake
Barkley in Lyon County for a public
barge terminal and industrial park.
What is now known as the Lyon
County Port Authority began an effort
nine years ago to buy the land for the
project.
The corps said a Nashville appraiser
has been appointed to fix the price of
the land and will visit the site this week.
Charles Baccus, port authority
chairman, said the authority could "do
very little more than it has done" until
it "knows what the price of the land will
be."
The terminal and industrial park
would be the first on Lake Barkley.
The Nashville District real estate
division announced Oct. 19 that the
corps could sell the land to the authority
but had to have it appraised.

will be given at the organizational
meeting.
Nelson is a member of a string
quartet which has been presenting
lecture-demonstI a tions at elementary
schools in the two counties. Besides
Nelson, a violinist, members of the
quartet and the instruments they play
are Diane Peacock, violin, Kip Mason,
viola, and Jennifer Downing,cello.

The Murray City Council will hold its
regular meeting Thursday at City Hall.
according to Mayor John Scott.
Included on the agenda are two ordinances. concerning a zoning amendment and gas rates, employment,
appointment of a city treasurer, ap
pointment of a trUifee for the revenue
sharing fund, two resignations, a
recommendation from the planning
commission on the Crouse property,
and bids on a mobile radio for the new
mini-pumper fire truck.
The meeting will begin at seven p. m.
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The Murray Chapter of Council.
Parents Without Partners,
Parents Without Partners will
meet Thursday, January 8, at Inc., is a national organization
eight p. m. at the United consisting of several hundred
Campus Ministry building,201 clubs of which the Murray
'Chapter is a part. The local
North 15th Street, Murray.
chapter is about two years old
Any person who is a single
and has a membership of
parent by reason of divorce, around twenty. It features one
separation, death, or never regular monthly meeting with
having been married is invited programs designed to aid the
to attend. Custody of the parent and their children.
children is not a factor, a club Both men and women attend.
spokesman said.
In addition to the regular
This month's program will meeting, a number of other
feature Cynthia Hart who is activities and parties are
president of the Murray- planned throughout the
Calloway
County Drug month,the spokesman said.

Mrs. Stubblefield Is
Hostess, PEO Meet
Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield
opened her home to members
of Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Monday evening, January 5.
Nineteen members answered
roll call for the first meeting of
the 1976 year.
In the absence of the
president, Mrs. A. C.
vice-president,
LaFollette,
presided over the meeting. All
other local officers were
present. The chaplain, Mrs.
Paul W.Sturm, conducted the
devotion from the Book of
Psalms. Plans were made to
assist Mrs. Henry McKenzie,
State President of P. E. 0., in
entertaining six members of
the state board January 30 and
31.
A gift from the chapter was
presented by Mrs. Alfred
Lindsay, Jr., to Mrs. Gene
Hendon. Mrs. Hendon will
soon be moving to WrightPatterson Air Base, Dayton,
Ohio, where her husband is
stationed.
The program for the
evening was given by Mrs. W.
J. Pitman and Mrs. L J.
Hord/1. Mrs. Pitman, using
her subject, "Daisies Do
the
discussed
Tell,"
Educational Loan Fund which
is available for qualified
women in Canada and the
United States. Assisting Mrs.
Pitman, who is chairman of
the local fund committee,
were Mesdames Morgan Sisk,
. Alfred Lindisity, Jr., Gene
Hendon, Paul W. Sturm,
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Larry Clark and Lewis
Bossing.
"Writing for Pleasure or
Profit," was the theme of Mrs.
Hortin's remarks. "Some
write for pleasure because
they want to preserve for
posterity historical facts
perprominent
about
sonalities, landmarks and
the
occasions," stated
speaker. Others write for selfsatisfaction, a creation akin to
that of a composer or artist,
and others write for profit,she
explained. "Appreciation,"
said Mrs. Hortin, "is often
times more important to a
monetary
than
writer
awards." As this program was
a continuation of the yearly
theme, "So Let Your Light
Shine," a few of her magazine
articles were shown and
discussed in conclusion.
Mrs. Stubblefield invited
members to the candle-lighted
dining room where refreshments of cakes, candies,
coffee and punch were served.
Mrs. John Quertermous
assisted the hostess in serving.
Members present other than
those named were: Mesdames
Edith Heise, Olga Freeman,
Edward M. Nunnelee, Donald
F. Burchfield, Harry M.
Sparks, George S. Hart, H. L.
Oakley and Henry McKenzie.
The next meeting, January
17, will be "Lunch out."
Members will be notified for
the meeting place.

Starts
thrus.

Miss Martha Wisehart
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Wisehart of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Martha, to Jesse 0. Hernandez, son of Mrs. Dovie Hernandez
and Jesse Hernandez,Sr., both of McAlester,Oklahoma.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mrs. Mary G. Wisehart
and the late Herman (Pete) Wisehart, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
McClure, all of Murray. The groom-elect's grandparents were
the late Mr. and Mrs. Jose Hernandez and the late Mr. and
Mrs.Jack McCoy.
Miss Wisehart is a graduate of Murray High School and is a
junior majoring in nursing at Oklahoma Baptist University.
Mr. Hernandez, a ministerial student, will graduate in May
from the same university.
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, May 29, at 7:30
p. m.at the First Baptist Church,Earlsboro, Oklahoma.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Wednesday,January 7
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will meet at Salem Baptist
Church with Elizabeth Jones
to teach the lesson on making
doll tissue box covers. Call
753-8193 for information and
transportation.

Thursday,January 8
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will meet at
eight p. m. at the United
Campus Ministry building,202
North 15th Street.

Camp 592 WOW will meet at
the WOW Hall at 6:30 p. m.for
Bowling for senior citizens meeting and refreshments.
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m. Cost is fifty cents
Friday,January 9
per game.
North Calloway School PTC
Spring Creek Baptist Young will meet at the school at
Women are scheduled to meet seven p. m. Note change in
at seven p. m.
date.

Thru Wed. 1/14

I

7:15,9:20 I
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By University of Kentucky temperature setting and
rarely need ironing. — Dean
County Extension Agents
Roper,Courthouse, Mayfield.
For Home Economics
+++++
TO STRETCH YOUR
Never leave uncooked or
CLOTHING DOLLAR, HERE
ARE SEVERAL SUPPER- cooked ham at room temTHRIFTY TIPS: (1) Pick up perature for more than two
fabric remnants: they're hours. KEEP IT COLD(below
super buys for small projects. 40 degree F.) or HOT (140
( 2) Recycle buttons, snaps & degree F.) — Mrs. Patricia
zippers from old garments. Curtsinger, Benton.
(3) Buy fabrics that stand on
+++++
their own—without linings or
KEEPING YOUR CHILD
underlinings. (4) Use those
easy patterns that pull on or WELL A child should have(1)
and
tie—fewer The security of a family. in
wrap
fastenings to buy.(5) Mix and which he shares in the love
match your wardrobe by and affection of his parents
coordinating colors, fabrics & and the family group. (2) A
patterns. — Judy Hetterman, clean, well-ordered home and
a room of his own, if possible.
Hickman.
(3) Well-planned, adequate
+++++
What is the best tem- meals at regular times. (4)
perature to set my water Plenty of sleep at night a nap
heater? If you have a dish- (when younger). (5) Enough
washer, set it at 140 degree F.; clothes to keep him comotherwise, 120 degrees will fortable.(6)As much fresh air
probably be satisfactory. and sunshine as the weather
Some water heaters have permits.(7) Playmates and a
high, medium and low set- place to play, indoors and out,
tings, if yours does, you can and time to play. (8) A
ask the dealer or manufac- thorough-examination by a
turer what these correspond to physician at regular intervals,
in degrees or test the water inoculations as the doctor
with a thermometer at a tap advises. (9) A visit to the
near the heater. — Mrs. dentist every 6 months. —
Mrs. Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
Barletta Wrather, Murray.
+++++
Tippers on the cushions of
STITCH COUNTER A golf
upholstered pieces of fur- stroke counter watch makes a
niture are put there to insure a good record keeper for
snug, neat closure. They also knitting rows, decreases, etc.
enable you to look inside to — Mrs. Maxine Griffin,
check materials used. They Clinton.
are placed there so the covers
+++++
can be removed for cleaning.
All parts of upholstered furSTAIR SAFETY To avoid
niture should be cleaned in the falls on basement stairs, paint
same way. This will keep all the bottom step white. — Mrs.
fabrics looking the same. -- Juanita Amonett, Courthouse,
Mildred W.Potts, LaCenter.
Paducah.
+++++
Acrylic is found in many
appdrel items and home
furnishings. It's best known January 5, 1976
use is in sweaters, garments
and socks, but it is also found
ADULTS 128
blankets, carpeting, NURSERY 7
in
draperies, upholstery and in
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
fleece and pile fabrics. Many
Baby Boy Latimer(Patricia
inherent characteristics make A.), Box 22, Hazel, Baby Girl
acrylic popular—it dries Hayes (mother Melody), NO
quickly, is warm,lightweight, ADDRESS.
resilient and has good shape
DISMISSALS
retention. Acrylic items can
Miss Betty J. Hinton, 701 S.
generally be machine washed 16th., Murray, Miss Donna G.
in warm water, dried at a low Scott, Rt. 6-Bx 330, Murray,

Nature's 'Palette Garden
Club is scheduled to meet at
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F. & A.
Ellis Community Center at
will meet at the lodge hall
M.
1:30p. m.
at 7:30p.m.
Flint
Baptist Church
mission organizations are
North Murray Homemakers
scheduled to meet at seven p.
Club will meet at the home of
m.at the church.
Mrs. Fred Gingles at 1:30 p.
Baptist Women, Baptist m.
Young Women, and Acteens of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
Golden Age Club will meet
are scheduled to meet at seven
at noon at the social hall of the
p. m.at the church.
First United Methodist
Women of Oaks Country Church.
Club will play bridge at 9:30 a.
m. For reservations call Maxa
Read,phone 753-5178.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and Krogers
will be from 9:30 to 10:30 a.
Thursday,January 8
Baptist Women of Elm m., to downtown and Parker's
Grove Church will meet at the Grocery from 10:30 to 11:30 a.
home of Mrs. Rudolph Geurin m., and to Big K, downtown,
at 1:30 p. m. for the Royal and Parker's Grocery from
12:30 to four p. m. For morService program.
ning call 753-0929 by nine a. m.
and afternoon call by 11:30 a.
Wagon
Welcome
Newcomers Club will meet in m.
the fellowship hall of the First
Christian Church at 7:30 p. m.
Saturday,January 10
A bicentennial program will
Murray Squar-A-Naders
be presented.
will have a dance at the
the Fine Arts
Baptist Young Women of the basement of
Murray State
Building,
Blood River Association will
eight to
meet at the Hazel Baptist University, from
Arnold
with
eleven
p.
m.
Church at seven p. m.
Hearon as the caller.
Grove 6126 WOW will meet
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p. m.

FOUR
M1118

Coffee Cup Chatter

To Be Married

Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Council No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.
m.

Benefit country music show
for Karen Brandon will be
held at the old Hardin High
School at seven p. m., sponsored by the West Kentucky
Eagle CB Club. Sandwiches
and drinks will be sold.
Admission is one dollar for
adults and fifty cents for
children under twelve.

Ellis Center will open at ten
a. m. for senior citizens with
Jackson Purchase Kappa
discount cards to be issued at Delta Alumnae Association
10:30 a. m., sack lunch at will meet at the Kappa Delta
noon, table games and others room, Murray,'at two p, in.
at one p. m. and.close at 3:15 with Ann Kay Barber as
p.m.
hostess.
-Refine Cttiterri—tirTtetr
Concord and Hamlin areas
Sunday,January 11
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Crutch
Robert Taylor, Keniana will be honored on their golden
Shores,at one p.m.
wedding anniversary with an
open house at their home in
Garden Department of the Taylor's Chapel comMurray Woman's Club will munity near Dover, Tenn.,
meet at 1:30 p. m.
from one to four p m

Miss9Connie'Kaye Lyons
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Lee Lyons of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Connie Kaye,to Larry Glen Evans,son of Mrs. Juanita Evans
and the late Orville Richard(Buster) Evans,also of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lana Love of
Murray, and the groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs
Riley Peeler of Dexter.
Miss Lyons is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and i.s
presently employed in the Admissions and Registrar's Office
at Murray State University where she is also a part time
student.
Mr. Evans is a 1973 graduate of Murray High School and is
presently employed at Purdoms,Inc.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, March 6, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ with Bro. John Dale officiating. All other wedding plans are incomplete. No formal
invitations will be sent, and all friends and relatives of the
couple are invited to attend.

Hospital Report
Jerry D. Balentine, New
Concord, Mrs. Linda L.
Morris, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Polly Brandon, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Gennetha G. Vincent and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Dukedom,
Tn., Burie M. Coleman, Rt. 2,
Murray, Ernest W. Phillips,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Lavie P.
Phelps (expired), 410 S. 8th.,
Murray, Homer G. Wicker
(expired), 1110 Poplar,
Murray.

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Nair)

Call 753-8856
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$500
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HICKS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hicks
of New Concord are the
parents of a baby boy, David
Lee, weighing eight pounds
three ounces, measuring 20's
inches long, born Saturday,
January 3, at 8:29 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have two daughters,
Cheryl Marie, age eight, and
Melissa Gayle, age four, and
another son, Robert, Jr., age
SOL The father is employed at
1,1 Auto Sales.
The paternal grandmother
is Mrs. Evelyn Hicks
Wilkerson of Murray, and the
maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs Truman
Anderson of New Concord.

/ye Lyons

of Murray announce the
arriage of their daughter,
son of Mrs. Juanita Evans
s") Evans,also of Murray.
ghter of Mrs. Lona Love of
e grandson of Mr. and Mrs.

Murray High School and is
lions and Registrar's Office
re she is also a part tine

Murray High School and is
c.
Saturday, March 6, at the
rist with Bro. John Dale ofare incomplete. No formal
riends and relatives of the

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

COLEMAN BOY
•Mr. < and Mrs. Allen G.
Coleman of Murray Manor
Apartments, Murray, announce the birth of a baby boy,
Russell Matthew, born
Thursday, January 1, at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The baby weighing eight
pounds and one ounce and was
twenty inches long.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles L. Coleman, 303
Backusburg Road, Mayfield,
and Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Fairlane,
Clymer, 404
Mayfield.
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DEAR ABBY: You recently published a letter from the
wife of a military man. (She went snooping through his
things while he was away and discovered love letters from
three different women.)
I have been a naval wife since age 19, and I've never
questioned my husband about possible extramarital affairs.
In fact I've said, "Don't tell me. I don't want to know."
I'll never know why some women punish themselves by
trying to find out things that they 'mow will hurt.'them.
From where I have sat, women on shore did not behave
any better than men on shore leave. I should know. I was 80
last week.
I welcomed my "warrior" home with open arms every
time he could get home. There was never a doubt in my
mind about where I stood with him. He loved me, and he let
me know it.
I cannot understand these holier-than-thou wives. If a
woman loves a man, that's that, and if there were other
women in his life, what would she gain by knowing?
My warrior died two months ago, and I miss him terribly.
I was lucky. He was the one man I loved. And I loved him
enough to let him go free. Whatever he did away from me
was HIS business.
ADMIRAL'S WIFE

New
Shipment

Scotties

100 Count Bel
Assorted Colors
Strung-Soft Absorbs. ,

The Jackson Purchase
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Delta
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meet
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Association
Saturday, January 10, at two
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NYQUIL
COLD MEDICINE
r•-•

12-HOUR
RELIEF

Ci TAC

127
TRIAMINIC
SYRUP

CONTAC 10's

IOC
reg.

.• relief with conJous action deconaestant capsules.

1.33

reg. 1.77
Nyquil contains a decongestant, an antihistamine, an analgesic and an antitussive.

27

reg 1.57
HANKSCRAFT

VAPORIZORHUMIDIFIER

Datril
Grape Flavored
Non-Aspirin Liquid
For Temporary Relief
of Pain & Fever for Children

4 fl. oz.
Reg. $1.27

BAYER
BUFFERIN
77 100's ASPIRIN
100's
reg. 9.66

if

Vaporizes 11-oz, per
hour. Self-lubricating
motor.

$107

99'99'
reg. 1.51

Squibb
Golden

p. m. at the Kappa Delta
room, Murray, with Ann Kay
Barber as hostess.

BAYER.

An organizational luncheon
for the chartering of the
Jackson Purchase Kappa
Delta Alumnae Association
was held recently at the home
of Mrs. Pam Cartwright.

Drifts,
itavere0
CherWatOda

CHILDREN'S
COLD TABLETS
tt„
30T

reg. 1.22

BAYER ASPIRIN
FOR CHILDREN

CHARGE Cam

10-13 Friday
Bel-Air Shopping Center 10-7 Mon."Iburl•
9-1Sat
1-6Sun.
Murray
us.
— Get to know us; you'll like

FOR CHILDREN

Tablets
1.041
• ,k•

JOSEPH
ST.
AMAIN FOR CNIUMEN
Doctor Approved

100 Gent

36-COUNT

$227

Children's aspirin in correct dosage for children.

reg. 67C
igtipred
uffy

reg.

chewable tablets reNW** tevey.

51

St. Joseph

listerine
32 R. Oz.

Reg. $1 74

Cold
Tablets
fee Children
Chewable
Omega flavored

Rey 73'

The Golden Age Club will
meet Friday, January 9, at
twelve noon at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church.

All members and interested
persons are invited to attend,
a club spokesman said.

ST. JOSEPH
ASPIRIN

Res. $2.77

Golden Age Club

In charge of arrangements
far. the potluck luncheon will
be Dorothy irid JáC
Attkisson, Mary Louise
Baker, Ruby Barnes, and
Frances Reach.

Bounty

Santry Lock-cap

30-COUNT

During the business session,
Sondra Grimes was elected
president and Ruth Remote
was elected
secretarytreasurer.

To Meet Friday

limwsw%

Vitamin

MEI/

1st Quality
PANTYHOSE

•

For STUFFED
and Runny
Noses

10

Present for the luncheon
were: Doralyn Lanier, Ann
Kay Barber, Nancy Ryan,
Marihelen Roberts, Andi
Perry, Brend Finseth, Martha
Dyer, Candy Burgess, Sondra
Grimes, Ruth Remote, Carol
Thomasson, and Pam Cartwright.
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All area Kappa Delta
alumnae are invited to attend.

One
Basket
Odds L Ends

411111.
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Painted Needlepoint Canvas
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• s•

Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
b
p
c

•°,110

Prices Good Wed. thre Set.

S.

1,s/--ORK

Crewel Esobroidery

The scripture reading, II
Samuel 22:1-7, was read by
Mrs. Bulas Wilson.

The next meeting will be PTC To Meet
February 2 at seven p. m. in
The
North
Calloway
the home of Mrs. Jimmy Elementary School ParentWilson, who will be In charge Teecher Club will meet
of the program.
Frfday, January 9, at seven p.
m.at the school.
Roy Gene punn, president,
COILS CAN BURN
said parents, teachers, and
In childproofing your kitinterested persons are urged
chen, locate the refrigerator to
attend and to note the
or freezer with its back coils,
change from Thursday to
which heat up, out of reach of
Friday due Ins conflict in the
small hands.
school schedule.

By Abigail Van Buren

t

NEEDLE

Gary Haneline; "A Statement and Trust" b? Mrs. Charles
By Carl Barth" by Mrs. Cody Tipton.
Adams; "No Place For
A poem, "A Way To A
Anxiety" by Mrs. Gary Happy New Year," was read
Mohler; "Criticism" by Mrs. by Mrs. David Lamb.
Thomas Smith; "OpporThe president, Mrs. Gary
tunities" by Mrs. Howard
Haneline, was in charge of the
Kinsey • "Cavite Contacts" by
business meeting.
Mrs. Bobby Locke; "Is God
Coffee, Cokes, and pie were
Interested In Our Welfare" by
Mrs. Sherwood Potts; "'The served by the hostess, Mrs.
Opportunity For Troubles" by 'Tipton, to thirteen members
Mrs. Jimmy Wilson; "Talents and two visitors.

Naval Wife Let Her
'Warrior' Run Free

1

And

The Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women met
Monday, January 5, at seven
p. m. in the home of Mrs.
Charles Tipton who was in
charge of the program.

Subjects chosen by the
members for discussion were:
"Man's Salvation" by Mrs.

DEAR WIFE: I hereby Dominate yes the "Matzos Saint
GUEST SPEAKER
(And you'll get a
Mrs. Dan Hutson of Murray of the Women's Liberation Movement."
men,
from
too.)
votes
of
lot
will be the guest speaker at
•••
the luncheon meeting of the
DEAR ABBY -4 have three daughters. The two oldest
Mayfield Woman's Club to be are in their 30's and are respectably married. But the
held Thursday, January 8, at youngest, who is- 23, has been shacking up with her
- :30 p. rh. at the Holiday Inn, boyfriend for nearly a year.
04
At Christmastime I sent presents to the two oldest ones
ridayfield. Hostesses will be
Mrs. Irby Hendon, Mrs. Steve and their husbands, but I purposely did not send anything
wanted her to
(Creighton, and Mrs. Edgar to the daughter who is shacking up because I
know that I disapprove of the way she is living.
Rockwell.
I later found out that my husband slipped this
shacking-up daughter a check for Christmas! This really
burned me up.
RETURNS HOME
.
Do you think my husband had the right to do this behind
'. Mrs. Alton (Mildred)1 my back? And didn't I have the right not to give her
Barnett has returned home anything?
after visiting with her sister,
A FAMILY DIVIDED
Mrs. Joe (Ethel) Campanelli
and Mr. Campanelli of
DEAR DIVIDED: Since gift-giving is voluntary, your
•learsvater, Fla., for two husband had the "right" to give his daughter a gift
weeks. She also visited in (publicly or privately), and you had the right to withhold
''TaTimpa and St. Petereburg,
Fla.
DEAR AMA': A worrien asked if it was proper to
complain to the driver about his reckless driving while she
was in the car.
Here's how I handled that situation while riding with my
brother, who was going much too fast down a narrow,
winding mountain road:
In a very pleasant voice, I said, "Brother, I just want you
to know that if we have an accident and I get killed while
you are driving, I am leaving all my children for you to
raise."
Hours 9:30 to 5:00
At the time I was a widow with 10 minor children whom
Mon.-Sat.
my brother and his wife loved dearly, but his wife quickly
307 N.4th 753-6194
said, "Slow down, dear."
MRS. S.

Thomas
II

North Calloway

Tipton Home Scene Of Women's Meeting

57'
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We Thank You,
William Miller

Bill Miller has proved a very
capable and effective leader for
our county school system. The
most recent accomplishments
of the system—the construction
of a new school board office
building adjacent to Calloway
'County High School and the
consolidation of the six elemen.14

tary school districts into three
districts with ultra-modern
school facilities—speak' for
themselves.
Even though his official term
as superintendent has more
than five months to go, we wish
at this time to congratulate Bill
Miller for a job well done. We
are confident that his performance as superintendent of
schools for the remainder of his
term will continue in.the same
honest and forthright manner
in which he conducts his office
now. And his guidance in an advisory capacity will prove in-.
valuable to his successor.
Thank you,Bill Miller,for the
dedicated way in which you
have served our community
and your fellowman.

THE BUREAUCRATS

•

LEXINGTON

c-4 —
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Let's Stay Well
Avoid Injury to Child
in Handling or Punishing
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
child an the head is potentially
Take care not to injure a child
dangerous and can result in
in handling or in administering
abusive damage.
punishment.
While prompt punishment has
At bath time, when the baby or
youngster is wet, take care that
advantages, it should never be
administered in anger. Temper
he does not slip out of your hands
is dangerous for the child and
and fall to the floor or against a
the punisher.
hot stove. You should use a towel
A mild to moderate spanking
between your hands and his wet
7---or Switching on the seat is adequ'body when handling.
ate, especially when it is comAvoid lifting an infant sudbined with the encouragement of
denly by one upper limb. It is
easy to dislocate a joint, break a
good habits and sufficient attenbone, or tear a muscle or nerve.
tion and affection between
If a child cries after being lifted
spankings.
or when held by an arm, it may
Q. Mrs. C.K. complains that
be necessary to have him exher nine-year-old daughter is a
amined by a-physician to detercranky eater and is lean. She
mine whether a significant inwants to know what she can do
jury has occurred. •
to increase her daughter's apVigorous playing with a young
petite and help her to gain
child is also potentially dangerweight.
ous. Holding him high. pitching
A. If your daughter appears to
him from one person to another.
be enjoying good health, place a
allowing him to jump to you
from a dmsser top or bed, or
well-balanced diet before her on
the table at mealtime and let her
swinging him about a crowded
select naturally what she wants.
room where he may strike
I suggest that you make no effort
against a piece of furniture is
to force food on her. In fact, it
wholesome only if done with
would be preferable that you not
:care, for carelessnegt may result
even mention food or dieting.
in a serious injury.
One or two meals may be inadeWhile punishment may at
quate because her" appetite
times be necessary, it should
varies, but over a period of
never result in injury to the
several weeks, her intake of food
child. Never strike a child in the
will probably be enough for her
face with your hand, a belt, or a
switch. Such unwarranted acts
Q. Mrs. O.W. asks if sleeping
can permanently damage an eye
or lacerate the skin, resulting in
sickness is contagious.
a facial scar. Young Thomas
A. Sleeping sickness is caused
Edison is said to have had his
by several varieties of viruses.
hearing lost as the result of a
but they,are not transmissible
blow to the side of his head.
from one person to
directly
Avoid grabbing a child by the
another person. Certain types of
shoulders and shaking him back
mosquitoes transfer the virus
and forth. Sudden jerking can
from animals (horses and birds)
injure\or even fracture the certo people.
vical spine, or cause a mild concu%ion of the brain. Striking the
I %WWI WA tiont Fewer !Widow lea

HEARTLINE is a service fa 'senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
Heartline: I hear that you haven Pen
Pal Club for Senior Citizens. Could you
please tell me how I can get information on this? J. S.
Answer: Heartline has a Pen Pal
Club for people over 50 years old_To get
complete inftormation on this write:

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 7, the seventh
day of 1976. There are 359 days left in the
year. --Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1953, President Harry
Truman announced in his State of the
Union Message that the United States had
developed a hydrogen bomb.
On this date—
In 1584, the Gregorian calendar was
adopted by Roman Catholic states of the
Iioly Roman Empire.
In 1800, the 13th American President,
Millard Fillmore, was born in a log cabin
in Cayuga County, N.Y.
In 1927, New York and London were
joined by radio telephone service
In 1938, Joseph Kennedy was appointed
U.S. Ambassador to Britain.
In 1967, bloody fighting between Chinese
Red Guards and workers was reported in
Nanking,China.
In 1968, the government of Lebanon
resigned after an Israeli commando raid
at the Beirut airport.
Ten years ago: U.S. unemployment was
at its lowest level in nearly nine years.
Five years ago: It was announced that
Americans had been killed in
some 4200.
combat in Vietnam in 1970, the smallest
number since 1965.
One year ago: The Chrysler Corp. announced a rebate program to try to
stimulato sagging car sales.
Today's birthday: Former Florida
governor Claude Kirk is 50 years old.
Thought for today: -People generally
quarrel because they cannot argue."
Gilbert Chesterton, English writer, 18741936.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, General George
Washington, in Cambridge, Mass., was
considering sending a force of Connecticut
volunteers to secure both New York and
the Hudson River against the British.
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How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

IIEARTLIN

EDITORIAL

The leadership provided by
William B. Miller, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, will be difficult to
replace when his resignation
becomes effective on July 1 of
this year. For that reason, we
are grateful that he has agreed
to remain with the local school
ystem in an advisory capacity
$or an additional year after that
date.

Editorials and oplaisested wades on ties page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free eschew of drilenng
watortais and
opuouns 1.ecters IS as saes a respoese

Federal Level

Heartline American 80 Club, 8514 North
Main St.,Dayton,Ohio 45415.
Heartline: Will Medicare pay for
regular eye lasses? S. L.
Answer: No, only the special
corrective cataraet lenses needed after
the removal of a cataract.
Heartline: I am confessing I never
paid income taxes on my Railroad
Pension. Now I've been told I have to
pay taxes this year. Please helpT H. N.
Answer: Regular benefits from R. R.
are not taxable. However, supplemental R. R. annuities are subject to
Federal, but not state, income tax. The
Railroad Retirement Board will send a
notice showing the taxable amount
before tax time.
Heartline: I am divorced from my
husband who works for Civil Service.
When he retires shortly, will I be
eligible to draw benefits from him? T.
M.
Answer: You would not qualify for
any monthly benefits as his wife or
widow. However, if he had named you
as the designated beneficiary for any
lump sum due from the retirement fund
and-or for Federal Employees' Group
Life Insurance, you would be entitled to
either or both of these payments after
his death.
Heartline: My mother, who has
Medicare, can't take care of herself
properly anymore. If I place her in a
nursing home, will Medicare cover the
costs? J. R.
Answer: No. Medicare only pays for
care in a skilled nursing facility that is
related to further treatment of a condition for which the beneficiary was
hospitalized. It will not cover care
which is largely custodial in nature.
For your free leaflet,"How Heartline
Can Help You," address a long envelope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope addressed to Heartline, Box 4094, Des
Moines,Iowa 50306.

ACCIDENTS
Miss Mayor said she intended to drive it
a few yards around a corner to teach her
boyfriend a lesson, but as she did, the car
mounted the curb, hit the near side
pavement, then hit a parked MG midget,
then hit and badly damaged a motorcycle,
then collided with a VW corvette and
finally hit a Morris 1000. (Oxford,
England, Mail)
London — A 15-year-old schoolgirl held a
1,500 pound car off the grouad long enough
for a man pinned underneath to squirm
free after the vehicle crashed off its jack,
police reported. They said Nancy
Thirrand, Who weighs Ill pounds, heard'
the man screaming and rushed to help.
"People can do incredible things in an
emergency, but the strength of this girl
beats everything," a police official
commented. "'The axle was pressing on
the man's chest. It could have crushed his
lungs."(Daily Mail

Paul Sturm was named "Kiwanian ;
Club Man of the Year" at the annual
ladies night event of the club. He was!
presented with a plaque by Bob
Billington, club member. Sturm, club
president, is supervisor of wildlife for
TVA's land Between the Lakes.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Leona
Jackson, Benton Route Seven, and Rev.
W. M. Bighttm, Paris, Tenn.
Hoyt Roberts, fruitcake chairman for the Civitan Club, said the club members sold 3,285 pounds of fruitcake in its
annual sale this past year. He made the
report at the club meeting held at the
Triangle Restaurant.
Rev. Morrison Galloway spoke at the
meeting of the Woman's Society of
Christian Service of the First Methodist
'Church held January 4 at the church.
He was introduced by Mrs. Goldia
Curd. Mrs. John WhItnell, president,
presided.
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All U S. Senators and Reprosontatires
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202 2243121 whore a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with th• official of your choice
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frankfort, Ky. 41601
St
P.O. lei U,Whoa, Ky. 420$1

20 Years Ago
J. E. Stanford, Public Relations
Director of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation, was the speaker at the
meeting of t1 MurrayMurray Rotary Club. He
was introduced by Paul Lyles.
Pfc. Dallas T. Doram, son of Mrs.
Laurine Doran, is now stationed at
White Sand Proving Ground, New
Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Chilcutt announce the engagement of their
daughter, Shirley, to Billy‘Smith,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Smith.
Births reported include a girl, Janie
Nell, to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn S. Kelso on
December 23, and a boy, Charles
Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. B. W.
Holsapple on December 27.
Charles Lamb hit for 27 points for
New Concord High School as the team
beat Brewers 70 to 67 in a basketball
game.

Bible Thought
This my son was dead and Is alive
again; he was lost and is found. And
they began to be merry. Luke 15:24.
Your earthly father and your
Heavenly Father are each eager to
welcome repentant children with
great joy.

Isn't It The Truth
The next rage in fashion for women is
bound to revert from the bold to the
subtle. Instead of pants, women may
well take up the sarong — that cool,
colorful, expendable wrap from the
South Seas that carries within it the
implicit promise that it will not stay in
place.

ire Up Now
With Polyglas
'Cushion Belt Polyglas'Blackwalls...
Going Fast At These Low Prices

Govt

Size B78-13
Plus Old Tire
and $1.75 F.E.T.
Fits Models of:
Vega, Pinto,
Falcon, Mustang 11
and others

Funny
Funny World
IN AUSTRALIA, THEY'RE LAUGHING
ABOUT...
A Melbourne woman was returning a
cardigan to Myers' Department store and
on the way, her car ran over a cat. The
woman loved animals and was distressed.
She took the cardigan out of Myers'plastic
bag and put the cat in it for burial. While
juggling other packages in the back of the
car, she unknowingly put the plastic bag
with the dead cat in Myers' paper shopping
bag. When she got to the department store,
shook the paper bag with her and put it
down on the counter and while she looked
at other cardigans, another woman made
off with her bag., dead cat and all. The
thief was later found stretched out on the
coffee shop floor. ( Sydney Sunday
Telegram)
Two tourists from England were visiting
a small town outback and admired the
glorious sunset. "It really is beautiful"
the lady said to her host. "A magnificent
sunset and the place is hardly civilized."

10 Years Ago

V.S. Sen. lesatior "Dee" Itsdillotts.(D)
3311 Mises Ileildng
Weslingtes. D. C. USN

Two tough fiberglass belts hold the tread firm, reduce
wear-producing squirm, keep tread grooves open for
good traction. Double polyester cord body plies add
strength and resilience. Buy now!

$29

8

Size C78-14

Size E78-14

Fits Medals of:
Gremlin, Hornet, Javelin,
Chevy II, Tempest, Dart,
Duster, Falcon, Comet
and others

Fits Models of:
Matador, Ambassador.
Nova, Chevelle, Camaro,
Dart, Mustang, Cougar
and others

$34

$32 $33
Fits Models of:

Size G78-15
Fits Models of.

Torino, Montego, Century,
Chevelle, LeMans,
Charger, Roadrunner
and others

Chevrolet, Polara.
Galaxie, Monterey
Fury, Catalina
and others

Size G78-14.

Size F78-14
Fits Models of:

Torino, Ambassador,
Camaro,Cutlass, Chevel I e.
Challenger. Roadrunner,
Charger and others

24 lb.

Plus old tire and $175 to $2.65 F.E.T., depending on size.

8

A VEAR
GOODI

s to Buy

•Cosh • Goodyear Rotolo* Change
•Oar Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge• BankAntericard
• Paserican Express Money Card • Carte Nandi*
•Diners Club

For more good years in your car

See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown Al Goodyear Service Stores.

Lube and Oil Change

488

Up to 5 qts. of major
brand 10010 grade oil.
10/40 grade $1.50 extra.

• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
• Helps„ensure long
wearing parts & smooth,
quiet performance
•Please phone for
appointment
•Includes light trucks

Engine
Tune-Up
• with electronic equipment our
mechanics line-tune your engine. installing new points, plum
• condens'hr • Helps maintain's
smooth rintning engine for maximum gas kileage •includes Million. Toyota. VW a light trutks

$

95

2

,.... 54 for 4 (1.1
52 1ca au wad

$4 Less for cars nal alischasar—tganion

Brake
Overhaul
Install new linings, seals, return
springs. fluid A precision-grind
drums•Includes total brake system analysis to ensure safe, dependable service • New wheel
cylinders Ito each, if required
Free Drake Inspection —No obligation.

$5695
U.S. Woo type can
owl-liglit Works, wit

Reg. Store Hours: Mon. 11. Fri. 7:30 to 8:00 Toes., Wed., Thurs., Sot. 7:30 to 5:30

South 12th 8, Glendale

Phone 753-0595

WI

WI
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1 lb. Can
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Super Value

I

Colas

Dove
Liquid
For Dishes
32 oz.
With Our
Coupon
Below

Li Coffeemate
CREAMER

10 oz. - 6 Bottle Carton

16 oz. Loaf

NON-DAIRY

With Bottles or Deposit

3 forslN
Saltine

i girl, Janie
i S. Kelso on
Charles
rs. B. W.

Miss Wisconsin
Early June

Crackers

894

6 oz. Cons

Frosty Acres. Neat it Serve

il Frosty Acres

794

49'
mom

4

Juice

M

Peas

1 lb. Box

7 points for
as the team
i basketball

Ural L.
Walls

Rolls8
9
4t4k

Sun DroP

Bread

*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *AR You De Is Register Fitch Time You
Are In The Store Drawing Wodismday at 11:00 p. m.
New Contest Starts Thursday Morning

Last Week's
Winner

'Lint--abt&AN loinuir.r

s.

New Crisp 100 Bills
To Be Given Away

Jumbo Rolls

L

y2 Goi.69
4

$129

14/
1
2oz.

Towels

ii

II

son of Mrs.
lationed at
ound, New

2111cutt anof their
411ith, son of

I

Tomatoes

Coronet
Ultra IV

A 0
!
,.,,,t,*tog i

Assorted Flavors

I

Ago

„go
II
mid..
fee
milk - ' P. Or!

With Our Coupon
Below

orn

C

°nCoble

Bog of 4 Ears694

16 oz. Cans

Flavor
Kist

4

Cookies

ails...
'ces

Government Inspected

Lemon Cream
Deluxe Cream
Light Cream

Vine Ripe For Slicing or Salads

20 oz. Pkg.

79

Reelfoot
Pure

;II

educe
!n for
s add

14

G78-15
Desk ot:

et, Polara,
Monterey,
:atalina
others

Lard
24 lb Tub $699

Buy

og Charge
at Plan
mericard
• Carte Manche

994

lb.

ea, *eels, return
precision-grind
total brake sysinsure safe, de• New when
:h. if required
dim—No obb-

95

1oILIl.994

Center
Cut
$1.39 lb.

Armour Star
No. 1

Bologna

Breakfast
Bars

Butterball

Turkeys
10 lb. & up

By The Piece

794

lb.

lb.

79'

Sliced Bacon

894

9 oz. Box

ROF Piwiters Mkt. Coupon OWyySi

Lilger

Folgers
Coffee
1 lb. Can

Flavorite Brand

Lke
haul

Sib. Beg794

Potatoes
N;1Red

Pork Chops
Spare
Ribs

Nom Grapefruit

Kelloggs All Natural

Armours Veribest

Fresh Meaty

Ruby Red

$129

Liquid For Dishes

594

32 oz.

Good Only At Parkers
Offer Expires 1-14-76

12 oz. Pkg.

* "If You Match Our Quality... You Can't Beat Our Price"* *
Home Owned
We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

0nd

Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Accept U.S.
Governimint
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week
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Wingo Rallies To Dump !Akers 84-79
quick points after CCHS's
By STEVE W.GIVENS
Ledger & Times Sports Writer junior forward Mike Wells
Disliking the deal offered canned a jumper.
But Wingo could never come
during the first half, the native
Indians turned to a pair of closer than the 20-17 firstthunder-Clapps in the final quarter stop tally, as the
two periods to conquer visiting Indians were outscored 13-6
Calloway County last night, during the first three minutes
84-79, stopping the Lakers' win of the next period to face an
streak at one and adding even 33-23 deficit. Calloway
another big First Region scalp had its widest margin a
moment later when senior
in their collection.
History will record senior forward Terry (Fly) Beane
center John Clapp and crashed down the lane for a
sophomore guard Lyle Clapp lay-up.
Coach David King's'squad
as the two braves who led the
charge, which evened the began to get just a hint of
Wingo slate at 5-5, as they things to come with 3:20
,ombined for 38 of the Tribe's remaining in the first half and
a seemingly comfortable 39-28
points.
edge.
for
drafted
were
treaties
If
Hustling arolind two Lakers,
hardwood conquests, then
most surely both squads would 5-9 freshman guard Scott
have earned notches in the win Tucker pumped up a 15 foot
Calloway shot on the run that made not a
for
column
dominated the early-goings in sound as it fell through the net.
the true pioneer fashion. On the next trip downcourt,
Behind a balanced attack the Lyle Clapp faked Callowity
Lakers jumped to an early 6-1 center Greg Byers, who saw
count and were well into the scoreboard click to 39-32
double digit scoring, 14-7, when he returned from orbit.
Following Wells' one-forbefore Wingo tallied its second
basket of the game with 3:27 to two effort at the line with 1:59
left, the Tribe signaled time to
go in the first period.
The Tribe cut the Laker plot more. When action began,
advantage to five when John Clapp did the magic as
sophomore guard Eric Stuart he connected on consecutive
hit a lay-up and teammate jumpers from the lane which
Chuck Roberts pumped in four made it 40-36 and ripe for a

USC's Steve Kemp Will Be
First Pick In Baseball Draft
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - The
Detroit Tigers, who picked up
hard-hitting outfielder Rusty
Staub in a recent trade, were
to choose slugging outfielder
Steve Kemp as the No. 1 pick
in today's winter baseball
draft.
The Tigers earned the right
to get the ball rolling in
today's draft because they had
the worst record in baseball
last year - 57-102 - 3742
games behind first-place
Boston in the American
League East.
Their rebuilding program
includes Kemp, a 21-year-old
from the University of
Southern California who
batted .350 for the Trojans and
who played two summers for a
Fairbanks, Alaska, team and
for the 1975 U.S. PanAmerican team. Kemp, of
Arcadia, Calif., bats and
throws left-handed.

High School
Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys
West Hopkins 94, Lyon Co. 55
Carlisle Co. 86, Fulton City 68
Fancy Farm 65, Cairo, Ill.,
Camelot 23
Providence 81, Crittenden Co
75
Ft.Campbell 51, Livingston Cen.
Ira! 49
Pad.St.Mary 89, Reidland 79
Ballard Memorial 76, Heath 73
Bath Co. 56, Madison Central 49
Campbellsville 75, Taylor Co. 73
Ft Thomas St.Thomas 75, Coy.
Latin 44
Green Co. 79, Adair Co. 59
Nancy 81, Burgin 66
Owensboro 63, Owensboro Catholic 59
East Hardin 84, Meade Co. 81
Tompkinsville 62, Caverna 59.
Hughes-Kirk 70, Lewisburg 67
Madisonville 81, Central City 69
Cumberland Co. 60, Wayne Co_
5.4
Lewis Co. 103, Tollesboro 77
Bardstown 57, Boyle Co. 53
Clark Co. 69, Bracken Co. 58
• F' Knox 70, Taylorsville 64
Grant Co. 53, Owen Co. 51
Hazard 72, Knott Co. Central 59
Hopkinsville 61, Clarksville,
Tenn., NOrthwest 54
Jessamine Co. 67, Bourbon Co.
50
Union Co. 71, Christian Co. 6$
Johnson Central 77, Sheldon
Clark 76
Dawson
52,
Webver
Co.
Springs 51
Todd Co.Central 56, Caldwell
Co. 53
Glasgow 70, Russellville 61
Gallwin Co. 63, Williamstown
45
Edmonson Co. 100, Hart Co. 77
Fleming Neon 53, Elkhorn City
49

"He's a loose-hitting, long
ball hitter and is the best of the
talent available for this
January draft," said Bill
Lajoie, the Tigers' chief scout.
"I saw him on the road seven
or eight times and was quite
impressed."
So were several other
scouts. One trained judge of
baseball talent said the 5-foot10, 190-pound Kemp "has
pretty darn good power. He's
got good running speed, but
he's a little shy with his arm so
he'll probably end up in left
field or first base."
Next up in the draft was
by
Houston,
followed
Atlanta,
Milwaukee,
California, San Diego, the
Chicago White Sox, the
Chicago Cubs, Minnesota,
Montreal, Texas, San Francisco, Cleveland, the New
York Mets, the New York
Yankees, St. Louis, Kansas
City, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Los Angeles, Boston, Pittsburgh, Oakland and Cincinnati.
Minnesota won a lottery and
owned the first pick in the
secondary phase of the draft,
which was for players drafted
last June but not signed. The
regular phase made available
players who were being
drafted for the first time or
who were picked a year or
more ago and not signed.
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20% - 25% & 50% Off
Bedroom Suites
5 pc. Lea Solid Cherry $799" - 1599°0
4 Pc. Broyhill Pecan 15990 - 1399°
3 Pc. Bassett Suite 1479" - 13790°
4 Pc. Bassett Suite 159900 - 1399°0
3 Pc. Singer Suite 1599" - 1399"
3 Pc. Broyhill Suite 149900 - '399"
4 Pc. Bassett Suite 1799" - '499"
Odd Singer Admoire Chest 1179°° - 11000°
Reg. Size Velvet Headboards 16900 - 129"

Living Room Suite
1 Pc. Early American Green Vinyl 1399°°-1149"
Earl American Broyhill Sofa & Chair 135900 - 1199°°
Norwalk Sofa & Club Chair 139900 - 1299°°
Howard 11 Piece Den Furniture 11672" - 1100000
Collins Early American Rocking Loveseat 121900 - 1149"
Early American Loveseat & Chair 1219" 1139°°
2 Pc. lying Room Suites 137900 -1199"
Striped Velvet Kroehler Sofa 1289" - 1225"
Striped Velvet Kroehler Loveseat 1239°° - 97900
Special Purchase Discount
Sofa & Loveseat 1179°°
Special Purchase Discount
3 Pc. Sofa & Loveseat - chair 1199"
2 Pc. Kroehler Sofa & Chair 154900 - 1499"
Hickory Lane Sofa 1599" - 5499°'
Korehler Wing Back Chair 1199°° 1129"
0 - 11390°
La-Z-Boy Recline-Rocker 1129'
00
Blue Occasional Chair 189 - 15900
Brushed Velvet Occasional Chair 189"-19"
Herman Wing Back Chair 1169" - 1100"

Dining Room Suites
Odd Bassett Lighted China 1239"-1169"
Odd Singer Lighted China 1279°°-1169"
8 Pc. Early American Maple
Bassett Dinning Room Suite 166700-1497"
French Broyhill Buffet 119900-199°°
8 Pc. Singer Dining Room Suite 152900-1379"

When the Steelers arrived in
New Orleans last year, Noll
gave them a day off to visit
with friends and family and to
stroll Bourbon Street, where
diversion is an industry.
"I think we have guys that
enjoy it. They don't have to
have a message. It comes
naturally," said Noll.

"And the only guys under
pressure are the guys with the
deadlines, looking for a new
story, a new angle," Noll
added, motioning with his
fingers as if he was pounding a
typewriter.
The Steelers will fly to
Miami next Monday and will
practice at Biscayne College.

whir

Al

ines:
s

Whatever his private
thoughts, Noll's basic outward
stance is to make the most of
Super Bowl developments that
are out of his control.
"The diversions help," he
insisted. "We get most of the
work done here, and all you do
is go down there and linger,
with not a lot to do."

"They write about things
they
know
best, like
pressure," he said. ':Every
question to our kids was,
'What about the pressure"

for a contest with Henderson
City.
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If the players association
gets its way, however, this
type of baseball draft will be
on its way out.
Marvin Miller, executive
director of the players
association, said Tuesday that
his union made a proposal last
yew'altering the format of the
draft. Miller said the proposal
remains on the table.
"We have made a proposal
on which there has been no
said.
bargaining,"
"Our proposal answers the
owners' claim that without a
free agent draft, there would
be this terrific imbalance, that
the top teams will buy up .all..
the talent."
The union's proposal divides
the teamsinto three groups,
the eight clubs with the best
winning percentage in one
group, the next eight in a
second group and the worst
eight in a third group.
"Any player drafted by one
of the eight teams in a group
would have the right to
negotiate with all eight,"
Miller said. "It's not perfect
freedom, but it's far more
rational and fair than what we
have now.
"We do not think you disturb
any so-called balance," Miller
added. -What you're obviously doing is preventing the
top clubs from garnering all
the talent."

Noll doesn't dispute the
notion that the primary
purpose of the 4)is to win
another Super Bowl. Yet it's
his belief that much of the
supposed "pressure" of the
game is in the minds of,
reporters.

Futrell broke Calloway's ice
with a pair of free throws, but
with another jumper by John
Clapp, Wingo enjoyed an eight
point edge, 72-64, with 4:15
showing.
Calloway managed to

hit a jumper a second before
the buzzer to cut the final
margin to five.
Wingo outshot the Lakers at
a convincing 62-per cent clip,
hitting on 31 of 50 shots,
compared to the visitors' 32 of
65 for a 49 per cent figure
according to WHS scoring
statistics. CCHS managed a
62.5 figure (15 of 24) on free
throws, but the winners had a
66.7 per cent total(22 of 22).
CCHS continues its road trip
Friday night when the Lakers
travel to the Second Region

Ikehta:

Chuck Noll Likes His
Players To Have Fun
BY GARY MIHOCES
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH(AP)-He's
no travel agent, but Chuck
Noll will take his own group of
pleasure-seekers to Miami in
quest of some Super Bowl fun
in the sun.
"Fun is winning," the
smiling coach of the Pittsburgh Steelers said Tuesday
before closeting himself with
assistants to study films of the
Dallas Cowboys.
That's4he same thetne Noll
stressed last season in New
Orleans, where his team beat
Minnesota after a loose,
relaxed week that included
frolicking on a muddy practice field and diving into press
interviews.

whack the margin to three
before the Indians collected
two points at the line when
Byers fouled out while
guarding too closely. Wingo
pulled away rapidly when
every Indian who came
downcourt connected during a
two minute series that left the
Tribe, miraculously close to
the Lakers widest edge, with
an 83-73 count.
Futrell powered CCHS to a
desperate lunge at the hosts
when he drew a pair of fouls
good for four points and then

from
Clapp's
jumper
somewhere in the bleachers
on the right side. Tucker gave
WHS its first edge of the
contest, 6240, before Lyle
Clapp started a scoring blitz
which would total six straight
points.

Laker time-out.
were correct as John had
Actually the Tribe had only canned a jumper and Lyle had
outpointed the Lakers 8-4 sacked a lay-up which earned
during the rally, but the shock the contest's first deadlock at
value was seemingly worth 58-all!
twice the scoreboard count at
Only a foul against Futrell
the half when CCHS's advantage was narrowed to and his two free throws kept
the visitors ahead going into
seven.
Beane hit the first Calloway the final eight Minutes, 60bucket of the third canto and 58...and the Indians were very
aware of the situation.
John Clapp immediately much
Lakers lost Beane with
The
of
jumper
a
responded with
just 41 seconds into
fouls
five
his own before the Lakers'
senior guard David Williams the period and lost their adand the Tribe's Tucker began vantage for keeps with Lyle
a contest of their own. Between them they accounted for
the next lepoints scored as
Williams found his mark on
three shots and Tucker connected on a pair to make it 5142, CCHS.
Things banged after the
Lakers took time with 3:13
showing. Wingo's Stuart
added four quick points before
Byers canned a lay-in.. Tben
Lyle Clapp easid in a five foot
jumper to make it 58-52 to set
the stage for John Clapp'
spinning, falling shot which.
found the net on its last twist
and caused Coach King to call
•
time for Calloway.
Needless to say, the Indian
fans sensed the uprising ind
forty seconds later, all of the
screaming, whooping sages

R

•

Early American Gun Cabinet 117900-197"
Special Purchase Mirrors 124" to 13200
Special Purchase Marble Re top tables 111"
Two White Basset Hutch's 1976-135"
Bassett Room Dividers 1219°°-1119°°
Broken Sets Cocktail & End Tables % Price
Light Fixtures Reg. 139°°-112"
Seled group of Lamps % Price
10 Jamison Sleepers ALL Reduced
Twin - Regular - Queen Size

Jamison Bedding
Regency Box Springs & Mattress Set $99'
Princess Firm Set Twin 1139" - 1115"
Reg. 115900-1129" Queen 119995-116900
Decor Pedic Extra Firm Set-Twin 117900-113900
Reg. 111900-1149" Queen 127900-1199"
Special Discount on
All SERTA BEDDING

Special Sole Prices On Many Other Items In Stock Over 35,000 Sq. Ft. Of Fine Furniture

FREE DELIVER -3O DAY LAYAWAY

Paris, Tenn.

cseralime & Terry Sykes, Mgrs.
i;
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Rosa And Schaper Help Gun
Marshals Past Murray High
163
4
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
'Cary Miller knows why his
Murray High Tigers lost 80-67
at Marshall County Tuesday
night.
"There
were
three
reasons," the first year coach
of the Tigers said.
We hadn't played since
December 16 and the long
layoff hurt us, they had an
unbelievable shooting night
and they just outplayed us."
The last was the most important. At timer playing what
appeared to be a very
lackadaisical defense, the

Tigers were blown off the floor
in the second half by the
Marshals.
Marshall County statistics
had the Tigers attempting 95
shots and hitting just 23 for a
miserable .242 effort while the
host Marshals hit 34 of 61 for a
.557.
Shooting down the Tigers
were a pair of Marshall
County - guards, 6-0 senior
Mike Rosa and 6-2 junior
Larry Schaper. Rosa connected for 28 points while
Schaper pumped in 26.
"They let us have the shots
that we can hit," said Mar-

shall County Coach Charley
rune field goals in succession.
Lampley.
By halftime, the Marshals
"If we get open shots like
were coasting with a 36-27
they let us have, we'll sure hit cushion.
them. And I think our defense
The lead swelled to as much
had a lot to do with their bad as
16 points in the third period,
shooting. We hoped to keep which
ended 61-45.
Bob Wiler, Raymond Sims and
On two occasions in the final
Andrea Perry from scoring a
period, Marshall County
lot of points. They got 36
enjoyed 18-point leads.
among them and I think that
Lindsey Hudspeth, who
speaks- pretty well for our
played one of his better games
defense," Lampley added.
Back to back baskets by.rof the season, hit a layup with
juniors Lindsey Hudspeth and just under a minute left to cut
Richie Richardson broke a the deficit to nine points at 76four-all deadlock and gave the 67 but the Marshalls scored
Tigers a four-point lead. the final four points of the
Murray held the upper hand contest.
Besides placing Rosa and
throughout the first eight
minutes and led 14-12 going Schaper in double digits, the
Marshals also got twin-figure
into the second frame.
Senior guard David Reed scoring from Reed who tossed
took the hot hand in the in 15.
opening two minutes of the "We tried to stop their insecond period and scored six side attack and did that;"
points while Schaper and 6-4 Miller said.
junior forward Greg Sch- "Then they got hot from the
wirigharnmer hit buckets and outside and
we tried
suddenly the Marshals were everything to stop Rosa and
up 22-14.
Schaper but just couldn't.
At one point in the second They just had one of those
period, Marshall County hit nights. They deserved to win

New Braves' Owner Has
Goal: Reaching Series
ATLANTA ( AP) — "The
team won't be sold again in
my lifetime ... unless we go
down the drain," said Ted
the
Turner,
colorful
millionaire communications
executive who purchased the
Atlanta Braves' baseball team
Tuesday.
Turner, a 37-year-old internationally known yachtsman, said he first thought of
purchasing the National
League team only last summer. But he took charge
pledging to bring this sports
city
a
success-starved
professional championship.

previous owners, will retain
his position as Braves
Turner said he planned few
changes, but one he hopes to
arrange within a year involves
the team nickname. He wants
to change it to the Eagles to
place it in line with other
Atlanta pro teams such as the
basketball Hawks and football
Falcons.

• JUST BARELY—Marshall County's Greg Schwingliammer
conies close to blockieg this shot by Bob Wilder oi Murray
However, Schwinghwamer got just a little too mud conaround the wrist and was whistled for o foul.

Murray
fg
3
4
4
1
5
5
1
0
23

Sims
Richardson
_Wilder
Frank
Perry
Hudspeth
Kurz
Williams
Totals
litersitaillC.

Pending final approval by
the National League, Turner
will assume command of a
team that drew its lowest.
attendance in 10 seasons in
"Getting into the World Atlanta — 534,672 as the club
Series in five years is my stumbled through a 67-94
objective," he said. "But it campaign last season.
takes time to build a Wigging
baseball team. Time, ROLNY
and effort."
The purchase price wasn't
disclosed, but there were
reports that it was in the $10 to
$12 `million range, to be paid
off over a 12-year period.
The club had been owned by
the Atlanta-LaSalle Corporation, with most of the
principals involved in the
baseball operation residing in
Chicago.
Turner will succeed Dan
Donahue as president of the
club, but Donahue will remain
on the board of directors and
Bill Bartholornay, one of the

the game. But you haver to
remember, this is *just one
game in the season and there
will be nights when we have
ahOoting like that too," Miller
added.
Hudspeth paced the Murray
scoring with 19 points while
Bob Wilder added 16 and
Andrea Perry 11. Hudspeth
had 14 rebounds, Perry 11 and
Wilder 10 as the Tigers had a
whopping 44-27 rebounding
edge.
_
"The Region is really up for
grabs this year," Lampley
said
"Just whoever gets hot and
wants to assume the role as
the leader will be the best
team.
"We have pretty much of a
killer schedule this month. We
have Reidland, Tilghman, St.
Mary and Louisville Valley in
upcoming games plus some
other good teams in the
Region," Lampley said with a
smile.
Somehow you had to feel he
was iftinking in the back of his
mind that his team just might
be the one to get hot and
assume the role of the leader.
And even though the Marshals
are just 5-4 on the season, they
well have the potential to do
just that.
As for the Tigers, it's back
to the drawing board as
Murray will take its 2-4 record
to Henderson City for a
Saturday contest.

Lovett
Schaper
Phelps
Reed
Rosa
Sliammer
Copeland
Brandon
Totals
Murray High
"tarsi-loll Co.

fg
0
11
0
6
12
3
0
2
34
14 13
12 34

WHAT ARE'YOU DOING THERE?— That seems to be the question the rest qf the Tigers might be
asking Raymond Sims, who at 5-9 is the shortest Tiger in the lineup. Sims broke inside and grabbed this rebound while teammates Andrea Perry (41), David Frank (42), and Bob Wilder (33)
watch.

McAdoo's Jumper At Buzzer
Helps Braves Slip By Lakers
By The Associated Press
When most players, even
the sharpshooters in the
National
Basketball
Association, take a 24-foot
jump shot, you hold your
breath. But when the gunner is
Buffalo's Bob McAdoo.
"That's a lay-up for him,"
Coach Jack Ramsay chortled
after McAdoo's 24-foot jtunier
at the final buzzer capped a
furious fourth-quarter rally
that lifted the Braves to a 114113 triumph over the Los
Angeles Lakers Tuesday
night.
In other games, the Atlanta
Hawks downed the Milwaukee
Bucks 91-87, the Washington
Bullets outgunned the Kansas
City Kings 103-98, the New
Orleans Jazz turned back the
Chicago Bulls 104-98 and the
New York Knicks trounced the
Portland Trail glazers 112-97.
McAdoo's winning basket
gave him 41,points and came
after the Lakers lost the ball
on a 24-second violation with
seven seconds to go, nullifying
a basket by Lucius Allen. The
Braves trailed 92-79 entering
the last period but outscored

Los Angeles 35-21 with Randy
Smith scoring 12 of his 24
points.
Gail Goodrich topped Los
Angeles with 32 points while
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar had 20
points and 22 rebounds.
"What we thought we'd get
is a jumper from Mac and he
usually gets them at the top of
the circle," was the way
Ramsay explained the last
play. "Randy Smith screens
for him and the post man steps
out. If we can get him a
jumper at the top of the circle
he's going to make them,
especially
in
critical
situations. His chances are
better than in normal
situations because he's a
crucial shooter."
Hawks 91, Bucks 87
Mike Sojourner sank a jump
shot from the side of the key
with 35 seconds left and
Connie Hawkins hit two free
throws 23 seconds later to
wrap it up. Atlanta's Tom Van
Arsdale scored a season-high
26 points.
"Everybody put us in the
ashcan when we couldn't sign
David Thompson and Marvin

Webster," said Atlanta Coach
Cotton Fitzsimmons. "Well, I
would say we've surprised
everybody in the NBA. We're
not world-beaters, but we're a
good club."
Bullets 103, Kings 98
Wes Unseld hit two free
throws with 1:06 remaining
and Elvin Hayes scored 28
points in a game which had 21
lead changes and 12 ties
Unseld , gave
before
Washington a 99-96 lead.
Hayes was the deckling factor
by scoring 10 of his points in
the fourth quarter. Kansas
City was led by Nate
Archibald's 24 points.
Jazz 104, Bulls 98
Pete Maravich scored 26
points and added six assists as
New Orleans notched its first
victory ever over Chicago.
Bob Love scored 40 points, a
season high for the Bulls.
Knicks 112, Trail Blazers 97
Spencer Haywood scored 26
points as resurgent New York
won.for the 10th time in the
last 12 games. Haywood, Bill
Bradley and Butch Beard led
the Knicks, who raced to a 10-0
lead in the first three minutes.

Sweetaste
Saccharin
Tablets
'A Grain
Bottle of 1000

694

East Side c

Glad Wrap

Salo

Riopan
Antacid
Suspension

Clear Textured
200 Feet Roll

12 oz. Liquid

Kills germs
by millions
on contact

14 oz.

L

ly KEN RAPPOPORT
IP Sports Writer

outscored Hawaii 89-82; Stowers had 13 as Stetson beat
Nebraska nudged South Mercer for the championship
Denny Crurn didn't like the Carolina 69-68; Darmouth of the Hatter Classic in
Cincinnati crowd, didn't like trimmed Boston College 71-68; Deland, Fla. and Rodney
the Cincinnati coach and Arkansas blasted Houston 92- McKeever's 28 points led The
certainly didn't like the 47; Stetson defeated Mercer Citadel over Boston U. in the
"Cincinnati" calls.
58-47 and The Citadel beat Hatter consolation game.
:"Be sure to say that the Boston U.86-73.
crowd and the coach
Spurred by Brian Williams,
'dated both officials," Cincinnati peeled off 12 points
Crum after his Louisville to beat Louisville. Williams,
By The Associated Press
taprn was beaten 77-73 by 15th- who finished with 20 points,
EAST
ed
in Cincinnati in college triggeredthe Cincinnati
Princeton 64, William &
etball Tuesday night.
breakaway, assuring the Mary
43
's 16th-ranked Car- Bearcats of their 40th straight
Cornell 78, Buffalo 73
Is would have had a better homecourt victory since 1973.
Dartmouth 71, Boston Col68
tnc
' e in a lion pit than the Louisville had come from a 12Seton
Hall 80, Bucknell 72
Bearcats' cage, he insisted.
point deficit and tied the game
Vermont 86, Connecticut 85,
"I have never had a more at 52 with 11 minutes left on a
OT
pearly called game," said basket by Larry Williams,
Providence 80, Wayne St 52
Crum, who was hit with two who led the Cardinals with 18
MIT 55, Haverford 50
technicals in an eight-second points.
Widener 75, Delaware 56
span.
Boyd Batts and Glen
The advantage clearly Gondrezick combined for 37
SOUTH
belonged to Cincinnati Coach points to power Nevada-Las
Georgia 69,Georgia Tech 63
Mile Catlett, according to Vegas past Northridge State;
Centenary 89, Hawaii 82
Qum.
Frank Sowinksi scored 22
Morgan St 77, Norfolk St 76
"."Catlett gat a technical and points to lead Princeton over
Term. Temple 47, Carsonhit walked down to the of- William and Mary. Joe Newman
45
fieials' table and ranted, Hassett's 24 points paced
Alabama St 77,Troy St 74
rived and cursed — and no Providence over Wayne State.
second foul was called," Crum Jacky Dorsey scored 31 points
MIDWEST •
tinted."A call displeased me. I and Georgia hit eight free
Cincinnati 77,Louisville 73
threw up my arms and got a throws down the homestretch
Nebraska 69,S Carolina 68
technical.
deserved
I to beat Georgia Tech.
W Illinois 99, N Iowa 73
questioned a call without any Robert Parish and Nate
vLaJyajt. MIa !:ts.Mn,
(
1 B1484 c
r Rants V
ig,„
*fin cal at once. - ----. no"-)1gre—LiffiPTITiff
*t
ifilr
871- -7
fe
MIsewhere, No, 5 Nevada- Hawaii; Nebraska whipped
Arkansas 92, Houston 47
his Vegas walloped Nor- South Carolina behind Jerry
Texas Tech 102, Rice 62
tplridge State 111-75; Prin- Fort's 28 points; Larry Cubas
Abilene Christian 77, S.F
itpon routed William and led Dartmouth over Boston Amain
73
Slimy 64-43; Providence College; Sidney Moncreif's 17
er
no0Ped Wayne State 80-52; points paced Arkansas over
FAR WEST
gia turned back Georgia Houston; Buzzy O'Donnell
Nev.-Las Vegas Ill, Nor, OW'69-63;
Centenary scored 14 points and Dave thridge
St 75

l

oricidin 'D

Colgon
Bouquet
the fragrance of
floating petals

Decongestant
Cold Tablets

16 oz. Box

25 Tablets
Salo

984

Sale

Deep cleans oily skin, aids in
control of acne pimples

4 oz. Liquid

664

Style
Anti-Dandruff
Shampoo
The Pen that pumps
the ink, writes smooth
at any angle

Gillette

Right Guard
:
?er*Itat.
5 oz.
Gillett*
Right Guard
Double Protection
Sale Your Choice 884

Helps Control Flaking
Associated with
dandruff

Bic
Bicentennial
Special
3 Pots
Buy 2 get I Free
Medium Point Choice
of Block or Blue

For relief of coughs and broncial
irritations due to colds Helps get rid
of stuffy phlegm.
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Carroll Says Budget Will Have No Funds For Forced Busing
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API —
Gov. Julian Carroll says there
will be no funds in his
'proposed budget for the next
two fiscal years to finance
court ordered busing for
.--desegregation
in
the
...:Ifouisville-Jefferson County
:*hool system.
!;- Carroll met with six anti'• busing leaders in his office
late Tuesday a short time
. after several thousand
demonstrators marched on
the state capitol to protest a
*desegregation
plan for
, Louisville area schools issued
::.last July.
; That plan, drawn up by U.S.
District Court Judce James F.
Gordon, required the busing of
4ipme 22,000 pupils to achieve a
Tracial balance in the merged
:'Louisville-Jefferson County
system.
"I told them. . .that I was
going to advance the position.
We advanced. .in Louisville
federal court. . .that is — we
.31ave already excluded from
:our budget proposal any state
/ands to finance forced busing
...lb Jefferson County," Carroll
ild reporters after meeting
with the anti-busing leaders.
He said he told the six
leaders that he "would support legislation to prohibit the
appropriation of state funds"
for school busing.
The demonstrators planned
their march to coincide with
the opening of the 1976 session
of the Kentucky legislature,
which began earlier in the
day. A spokesman for one of 15
antibusing groups that par.licipated in the march said its
- :7purpose was "to send them a
- meskage."
There was no trouble during
the march and demonstration
but the protesters gathered in
'front of the capktol and
planted anti-busing slogans
until their leaders were
allowed inside to talk with
Carroll,
" Three state legislators were
among those who met with the
governor.
One, Rep. Bob Hughes, DLouisville, said he planned to
introduce a bill today that
would allow parents "freedom
of choice to send their children
he nearest school." Hesaid
also would change the
te's truancy laws in that
the governor supported it.
Carroll said he did not say
be would support the bill but
that he would review it.
Meanwhile, in Louisville,
Judge Gordon refused to
-dismiss Carroll's lawsuit
against the United States in
which he asks that the federal
government be forced to pay
the cost of desegregation in
Louisville.
• The suit challenges a
-provision of federal law which
• prohibits federal aid to
ucation from being used to
ance
busing
for
gregation "except on the
ften voluntary request of
local school system."
;Carroll said he was pleased
th Gordon's decision.
"The question," Carroll
d, "is whether or not the
al authorities have the

legal right to require action by
the federal constitution and
then preclude the payment of
that action with federal tax
money which they've done.
"The federal Congress has
passed a law which prohibits
the use of federal dollars to
pay for forced busing,-

Carroll said.
"But yet the federal courts
have been left with the
authority to order it.
"Our position is, that is
inconsistent, and that is the
position we are advancing in
this lawsuit," the governor
added.

Carroll said he believes his support that action.
To me it is just plain
suit will determine whether
the U.S. government "can nonsense that the United
through the courts require States Congress would ever
action under a federal con- permit themselves to get into
stitution and uphold the right the posture of allowing forced
of the federal Congress to busing but prohibiting federal
preclude and prohibit the use payment of the cost of it,"
of federal tax dollars to Carroll said.
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and when they do I will anticipate that the United States
Congress will finally provide
sufficient relief to guarantee
an equal educational opportunity for all of our
children both black and white,
without requiring forced
busing," he added.

When Congress is faced with
the bill "they will do
something about it," Carroll
said.
"When they have to ay for
something they finally get
around to facing up to their
and
constitutional
congressional responsibility,

LIB ••
•%O M
E
I II
•••

t

WASHINGTON (AP) rederal agents seized about
NO moonshine stills last year,
lie fewest since the repeal of
easuon in 1933, Treasury
report.
D. Davis,director of the
ry Department's
u of Alcohol, Tobacco
iod Firearms, attributed the
decline in the number of stills
to tough law enforcement, a
high conviction rate and
declining demand due to increased cost.
Agents seized more than
Moo gallons of moonshine
Wing the year, Davis said,
and arrested about 650 perions, down from 1,414 the year
before.
Davis said the largest still
ilestroyed by his agents was in
Stanly County, N.C., with a
*sash capacity of 8,600 gallons
lied able to produce 300
•lions of moonshine whisky a

He said he was hopeful that
since the state plans on appropriation to finance busing,
"the cdurt will strike down the
federal statute prohibiting the
use of federal monies, which
would then face the Congress
with the use of federal monies
to pay for forced busing."
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Teacher Strikes Give Holiday To
100,000 Students In Three States
By The Associated Press
Some 100,000 pupils in three
states were out of school today
because of teacher strikes.
About 4,400 teachers and
their aides remained on strike
in the 62,000-pupil Pittsburgh
school system after intensive
negotiations failed to end their
five-week-old walkout.
Allegheny County Judge
Donald E. Ziegler was

scheduled to decide today Monday, shutting down all 47 Teachers in Pittsburgh now
whether the teacters are in schools and giving 30,700 get between $8,700 and $16,700
unscheduled a year.
an
contempt of court for refuaing pupils
to obey his order to return to vacation.
/12 TRAIN TO BE
Teachers in Madison, who
the classrooms.
N.Y. HARBOR PILOTS
Striking teachers also now make between $8,800 and
NEW YORK (A?)- Twentyremained off the job in $18,480, want the base two apprentices are currently
$9,400.
increased
to
Madison, Wis., and in the
training to become New York
Minnesota communities of
In Minnesota, 300 teachers Harbor pilots, reports -ComSauk Centre and Faribault.
in Faribault continued a strike pass," a magazine published by
In Madison, 1,900 teachers that began Dec. 18, and in MOAC, commercial marine insurer. The training takes 15
struck the city's school system Sauk Centre, 100 teachers years.
went into the second day of
As part of their training, apAnswer to Tuesday's
their strike.
prentices are required to sketch
Puzzle
from memory the 700-mile
5 Covered
The Faribault strike, af- shoreline of the country's busI-)iV iii;I:UMW
with dew
fecting about 5,000 pupils, iest port and memorize innu6 Possessive MR177 1
pronoun
VE:=1.4 ;i1rA
centers on pay, while the merable statistics on channel
7 Liquid
soundings, tides, currents, disNV.3s1P OPU
dispute in Sauk Centre, a tances between landmarks
measure
and
:•:a.r.A.q i71%3R.
M4i
)
community
concerns
of
3,750,
other navigational data, notes
UU...474-1
MO r_-4F.
Slumbers
labr8
the length of the work day.
"Compass."
9 Snatch
10 Cultivates
AUDAN =VA!: .27i
Last year, the 130 members
Public employe strikes are
-11 Roadside
'ASP! UMW.C1 MU
illegal in Wisconsin, but of the Sandy Hook Pilots Assn.
hotel
12 Game
Minnesota teachers can strike servicing New York Harbor
Goals15
at
VURAM WEXL!
handled foreign trade worth a
legally
when the local school record $39 billion - a figure
EZUMAR CA7.
20RUP.
cards
4ET1
18 Exaltation
a.M=A PPboard refuses binding ar- about equal to the gross nation20 Handled
ned mem39 Shakespearian
bitration.
al product of Switzerland.
22 Climbing
mals (col-

2 Notice
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eia dove your carpets sad
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Sale
Up To

50cY0
King's Den

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Bucket
5 Plunges
9 Idle talk
11 Courage
13 Rupees
abbr I
14 Becomes
sweet and
gentle
16 Printers
measure
17 Devoured
19 Covered

January
Clearance

WANTED
Lady between the ages
of 25 and 45 years with
pleasant
personality
that needs to work.
Feller
Part-tisse
Will pay minimum
wage.

Write
P.0. Box 324

r.

2O Marry
21 Warning
device
23 Sorrowplant
24 Secret
24 Drinks
agents
slowly
25 Shore birds 26 Measure of
weight (pl
27 Runs easily
abbr.)
29 Flap
Paddle
•
28
30 Bo ill
31 Wash lightly 31 Thick-skin 33 Girls name
35 Footwear
36 Swiss river
38 Trade for
money
40 Metal
fastener
41 Silkworms
43 Expire
44 Preposition
45 masses of
tissue M
throat (pol I
47 Parent (cotlog
48 Signs
50 Noisier
52 Offspring
(pl.)
53 Unwanted
plant

tog)
32 Merits
33 Easily
broken
W/rig-footed
34
35 Blemish
37 Three-toed
sloths

king
41 Vast ages
42 Sluggish
45 Number
48 Politico
49 Knockout
(abbr
51 Prefix down

DOWN
1 Billboard
2 Conjunction
3 Doctrine
4 Falsehoods

The Pittsburgh teachers
defied a threat of heavy fines
and contempt citations and
refused to end their strike.
Zeigler granted on Saturday a
school board request for a
temporary injunction and
ordered the strikers back to
work.
Zeigler scheduled a hearing
for today on the board's
demand that both the PittFederation
sburgh
of
Teachers and its members be
fined for continuing their
strike.
The PFT is seeking salary
increases totaling between
$2,700 and $6,000 by next year
while the board is offering
$1,200 across the board. Other
strike issues include class
size, job security and

nutty. by United Feature Syndics e. am,

If You
Need Them:
Fire
753-1441
753-1621
Police
7534952
Rescue
Ambulance 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Society..
753-4307
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens753-0929
Needline... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-23111
%Cid CONOW1111

Committee
The Ledger IL
Times

I AM not responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Claude L Page,
Route 4, Murray.

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE

I WANT to thank the
many friends of my
husband
Dewey
Wilkinson that were so
wonderful to my family
and me. My thanks go to
Bro. Arlie Larimie for
his kind words. To Mrs.
Lee and Mrs. Burkeen
for their beautiful
singing. To Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Boyd for their
kindness in their home
to us. Words can never
express what it meant to
me to .have such wonderful neighbors that
came to my aid on the
night of his passing. The
many friends that sent
the beautiful flowers. I
may have failed to
answer and say thank
you, but if I have failed.
to do so, please forgive
me and take this as a
thank you to each and
everyone. Friends are
more precious than
gold. May Gods richest
blessing be yours.
Asking the prayers of
his many friends. Lillie
Wilkinson and Family.
4 In kt.mc.-1

LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS

LET ME
HEAR YOU
SPEAK

KATIE BAILEY
WPAT
ARE 'IOU
WAT.CAING

6 Help Wanted

ARF 'WOW'
BOW WOW
YAP gGT;
)
BARK ARF
YIPE
WOOF

THAT'S QUITE A
VOCABULARY
YOU'VE GOT
THERE

News, Sociel'y, and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-19t9r
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916and 753-19/7.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be sulxnitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m.
the
day
before
publication.

A TV DOUSLE
FEATURE..s13EALI
BRUMMEL" AND
"TI-4E LOVES OF
LOIZP WAFFORD"

NOTICE

THE PHANTOM

(EVERYTHING IS
ALL RIGHT NOW.
REVAA „,I WA5 50 AFRAID
5ROUGHT FR1END„
FOR 'CU.. WHAT HAPPENED!
WHERE 15 WITCHMAN

Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of
rental apace available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tolman Paeldreg Corp.
Mwray,Ky.,Phone 753-3341

IN LOVING memory of
our beloved husband,
father and brother,
Royal Dillard who
passed away one year
ago January 7, 1975.
Should you go first and I
remain to walk the road
alone, I'll live in
memory garden Dear,
;vith happy days we've
known. In Spring I'll
wait for roses red when
fades the lilac blue. In
early fall when brown
leaves fall, I'll catch a
glimpse of you. Should
you go first and I
remain, one thing I'd
have you do: Walk
slowly down the path of
death for soon I'll follow
you. I'll want to know
each step you'll take,
that I may walk the
same. For someday
down that lonely road,
you'll hear me call your
name. Sadly missed by
Wife
Mabel,
son
Richard, brothers,
Golden
and
John
Dillard.

LOST LARGE orange
striped Tabby cat with
brown leather collar.
Missing in Woods Hall.
If found call 753-5173.
Reward offered.
FOUND BLACK Male
puppy. Six months old
wearing beige colored
collar with metal studs.
Mixed breed. Found in
the 1600 block of W.
Main. Owner contact
753-8684.
FOUND SIX month old
puppy. Part Collie,
brown, black and white.
Found December 17 on
South 4th. Was hit by a
car, being cared for by
Humane Society. Call
753-5763.

YOU'LL HAVE Tr)WAIT YOUR
TURN •- YOU'RE
NUMBIER 177

LOST BLACK cow. Lost
near Midway. Call 753=9.
LOST BLUE denim purse,
please call 753-3459.

WHAT'S
WRONG/ ON

DELGcrABL
CNE

$111.00 REWARD for
return of la carat
diamond
ring and
wedding band. Lost in or
near Big K. Call 7674177.

WANT SENIOR Citizen
for light housekeeping
and child care. Must
have
own
transportation. Possibility of
living In. Call 753-7913.

WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.

15 Articles For Sale
SIDING,
ALCOA
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.
OAK FIREWOOD for
sale. 20" logs $14.00 a
rick. 24" logs $16.00 a
rick. Will special cut to
your needs. Call 4362315, if no answer call
753-4e
SUPER STUFF, sure nuf!
That's Blue Lustre for
cleaning carpets. Rent
electric shampooer, $1.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
ANTENNA TWO years
old. Perfect condition.
Has lead line, on a pole.
Will sell at bargain. Cali
753-5611.

WANTED 4 persons to do
public relations and
advertising work, excellent pay scales. Good
working condition and
fringe benefits. For
confidential interview
call 753-2654 between 10
and 5. Ask for J. C.
Bynum.

or morning shift
Must be able t
cook vegetable
• d pies.
Contact in person.
Mom or
David Lyons
St

Rudy:

TWO G78-15 Mud and
snow tires with rims,
like new.$55.00. Call 7539609 after 5 p.m.
16 HomP
BROYHILL TWIN beds,
hutch (makes desk),
and chest. Box springs
and mattress. Good
condition, like new.
Commercial Coca-Cola
machine, $25.00. Call
after 5, 753-6347.
ONE TWIN BED with "
mattress and
box
springs. One posturegard full size mattress.:
Singer sewing machine. ,
Chrome dinette set. Call I'
435-4318.
WASHER AND dryer.
$641.00. Call 753-0164.

Court Square
17 Vacuum Cleaners
NEED WASH PERSON,
male. Apply in person.
See James Boone at
Boone Laundry and
Cleaners,605 Main.
EXPERIENCED
JANITOR 3 days per
week. Call 753-7109.
8. Storage Buildings
BUY THE best for less.
Custom Built Portable
Buildings,
Hicks
Cemetery Road. Call
753-0964.
12 Insurance

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,;:
day or night.
0
KIRBY VACUUM Sale4
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt'
vacuums. Call 753-035C
24 Hour answering
service.
18 Sewing Machines
NEW
SEWING
MACHINE. New Home
Zig Zag machine and
cabinet, used only once.
Excellent condition.
$150.00. Call 492-8441
anytime.
19.Farm Equipment

SHIELD OF SHELTER

For your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business
ONE-STOP
SERVICE
Ronnie Ross
210E. Main
Phone 753-0489
14 Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
fencing masks. Jackets
anti foils. Call 753-8838.

1105 M.F. TRACTOR,380
hours, 11 ft. busho&
chisel. 18' 520 disc.
$13,500. Two 1967 300
M.F. combines, one with
cab, one without. Two
222 corn headers, one 13'
grain header. Both
combines have rasp by
cylinders. $7,000 for
both. High clearance 166
M. F. diesel. Four 14"
breaking plows. $2,800.
Call 489-2261 or 489-2110.
TWO 1967 FORD tilt cab
diesel grain trucks. 11,2
year old Omaha 116'
beds, metal grain sides.
$4,500 for both. No hoist.
One 1967 800 Ford Tilt
cab, air brakes, 3 years
old. 16' Midwest bed,
metal sides. No hoist,
$3200. Call 489-2110 tit
489-2261.

PIANO TU?
and reboil
service. R
for sale. B
8911. ,

BALDWIN I
organs. Fb
chase pla
-Piano Corn
from Post(
Tennessee.
Antique 111
Sycamore
Kentucky.

ANTIQUE
good condi
best offer.
cassette
recorder
Call 753-402

ELECTRO
STEREO, E
8 Wrack play
air suspens
Call 753-827i

ELECTRII
custom n
Lopez mode
up,hollow b
5 p.m.753-51
23.

FR

TER?
INSPE)
Avoid
Home I

100 South
lia
Savor Fish

Phone?.
.6

Asses'
Alessew

4 M
TWO STOE
barn. Ex
dition. Call
FOR SALE
woodburnii
Aluminum
Call 492-864
FOR SALE
tables for
size 30 in. z

(-A11753-73'4
26 Di Radio
USED BLAI
'TV, wood
7534367.

Siwortley,
Torkingto
Stove, re
tresses,
tables, e
sewing n
lot of to
shovels,
tension '
lots mon

FOR SALE 8' Tufline
wheel disc in excellent
condition. Call 753-2913.
20 Sports Equipment

SPECIAL 36" CHAIN
LINK fence vrith 1% 0.
D. line post, 1% O. D.top
rail, and tie wires. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For
all your fencing needs
call 444-6865 A. A. A.
Fence Supply, Paducah,
Ky.
FORMBY'S refinishing
products. Lemon oil,
lung oil, furniture
cleaner and refinisher.
Murray
Lumber
.. Company.-- - •
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre, Big K,
Bel
Air
Shopping
Center.

27" 10 SPEED bicycle.
Four months old. Can
753-0614.

1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85
Mercury
Locator, trolling motor,
power trim. Call 753-3932
or 753-3226 after 4.
NORTHWESTERN .
GOLF
Clubs, one
complete set and bag.
-Graphit Driver. GR 75X
•.44-radial,-4- wheel grate
bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" - 10 speed
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
NEW BASE guitar and
amplifier. $160. Call 7539971.

BALAN
BUY YI
BE SUN
1. Hutso
date of d
2. If Hu
price.
3.If ma1
refund r

Nrs. Mo
7:00-5:I
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rfect condition.
i line, on a pole.
at bargain. Call

ILT top, $15.00.
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I. TWIN beds,:
7makes desk),'.
st. Box springs ittress. Good
n, like new.
cial Coca-Cola
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IN BED wit10,
s and
box
One posture- .;
size mattress.;
wing machine.;
dinette set. Call

AND dryer. z
L11753-0164.
m Cleaners

21 Mobile Home Sales

32 Apartments For Rent

PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911. .

1.971 TOWNHOUSE 12 x 70
furnished
or
unfurnished. Furnished
44,500. Unfurnished
$4,000. Call 354-6231.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Alga The
Antique Mall,- 4thr
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.

MURRAY MANOR for
rent 1 bedroom for
persons over 62. Rent
based on income, must
be under $4,100 per year.
Rent would be between
$14.00460.00 per month.
Call 753-8668.

TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Home Reporis

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM
and 12 x 60 three
bedroom all, electric
mobile homes. Very
recent models. Fully
furnished. Call 767-4055
after 6 p.m. or 753-8835
anytime.

100 South 13 Street
Roaches.
Silver Fish 8 Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows
and Coach Estates.
Families only. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.

TACUUM Sale*
dee, 500 Maple,
lew and rebuilt'. Call 753-0359.
ir answering

gwornent

.TRACTOR,380
11 ft. bushog,
18' 520 disc.
Two 1967 300
nbines, one with
e without. Two
headers, one 13'
header. Bak
s have rasp bar
rs. $7,000 for
al clearance 165
iesel. Four 14"
; plows. $2,800.
1261 or 489-2110.

' FORD tilt cab
rain trucks. Pi
d Omaha 16'
!tat grain sides.
r both. No hoist.
7 800 Ford Tilt
brakes, 3 years
Midwest bed,
ides. No hoist,
all 489-2110 Od

TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent condition. Call 753-0670.
FOR SALE MAJESTIC
woodburning fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.
FOR SALE restaurant
tables formica topped,
-size 30 in. x 30 in. x 30 in.
Call 753-7370.
26 T'J Find ,3
USED BLACK and white
'TV, wood cabinet. Call
753-4367.

TA PRO BASS
85
Mercury
trolling motor,
m. Call 753-3932
6 after 4.

NESTERN
Clubs, one
set and bag.
)river. GR ins
,-4- wheel grata
m trailer. 2
26" - 10 speed.
570 or 437-4733.

gE guitar and
. $160. Call 753-

For Rent
Nice furnished place
for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 7535865 days or 753-5108
after 6 p. ea.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,all utilities paid,
no pets. $125.00 per
month. Call 753-7915.

TRAILERS FOR rent. 34 Houses For Rent
One 12 ft. two bedroom,
one 10 ft. two bedroom. FURNISHED TWO
bedroom house, close to
Call 753-9867 after 8, 753schools. Call 753-5984.
4171 days.
32 Apartments For Rent

36 For Rent Or lease

NICE TWO bedroom
unfurnished duplex.
Available immediately.
$160.00 month. Prefer
married couple. Call
753-3493.

NEW CARS, day, week,
qualify
to
month
drivers. Taylor Motors,
4th and Poplar. Call 7531

FURNISHED APARTMENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.

FOR SALE combination
clover, lespedeza,
fescue and bailed hay.
Barn stored, never wet.
Call 753-8592.

Auction Sale
Wonky, laimary 10, 10 a.m. he looms MM at Ira
Tarkiagton *co.
Stove, refrigerator, good coal stove, beds, mattresses, pillows, mirrors, lamps, quilt box, end
tables, electric heaters, straight chairs, treadle
sewing machine,tubs, jugs, churns, wash kettle,
lot of tools, vice, skill saw, meter box, saws,
shovels, hose, picks, scoops,step ladders, an extension ladder, 2 air conditioners, dishes, and
lots more.Ira tarkington,owner.
Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer

37

Supplies

SELLING

OUT. I am
selling my entire kennel
of nice AKC registered
dogs. I have the
following breeders. Two
beautiful
silver
Pekingese show dogs
with petegrees, 4 more
beautiful pekingese, 4
toy
very
nice
Pomeraimns, 3 toy
Poodles. Also have some
beautiful
puppies.
Phone after 7 p.m.
Murray,753-4469.

RAT TERRIER puppy,
breed. Four
pure
months old. $20.00. Call
753-0164.

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Equipment

PEED bicycle.
inths old. Call

Nice furnished apartments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Mame 753-5165
days or 753-5108 after 6
p.m.

• ts

,E 8' Tufline
sc in excellent
. Call 753-2913.

BALANCE YOUR EXPENSES AND INCOME.
BUY YOUR FERTILIZER & CHEMICALS NOW.
BE SURE TO HAVE WHAT YOU WANT WHEN YOU WANT IT.
If You Pay Now
1. Hutson Chemical Company will guarantee NO price increase to
date of delivery.
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the benefit of the cheaper
price.
3.If material is available anywhere at a cheaper price Hutson will
refund money or meet the price.
FREE PROTECTION
MORE SERVKI - BETTER RESULTS
_ _LOWER PRICIS
BULK LOADING & SPREADER sERvia ANYTIMENrs. Mon.-Fri.
7:00-5:00

THE POODLE SHOP.
Professional grooming,
all breeds, Pine Point
Estates. Phone 91.”-6428977.
DOG KENNELS pre-built
and can be erected in ts
minutes. 8 x 16 x 7 and 5
x 14 x 6. For all your
fencing needs. Call 4446865, A.A.A. Fence
Supply,Paducah,Ky.

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within a view of Highway 641. Estate of
Alfred Keys. Phone 7536162.

For Rept

TRAILER FOR rent near
downtown and University. Two bedroom. Call
753-8138.

by appointment
HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.

Mem,IT.

Ph. 502-753-1933

1973 HORNET SPORTABOUT, 6 cylinder,
power steering, air,
woodgrain side. One
owner. Call 753-9349.
1974 IMPALA loaded,
excellent automobile.
$2,795. Call 753-9799.
1971 GRAND PRIX,
power and air, bucket
seats, factory tape.
$2,800. Sharp. Call 7537975.
1972 SKYLARK CUSTOM
Buick, 350 cubic inch
engine, power steering,
power disc brakes, air
conditioning, automatic,
white bucket seats; 2
door hardtop, excellent
condition. Call 753-8288
after 4:00 p.m.

FOUR BEDROOM brick
with full size basement. 2
acres. Call 753-0084 for
information.

Supplies

SMALL APARTMENT for
rent, furnished. 300
WoocUavm.
REGISTERED GERSMALL TWO bedroom all
MAN Shepherd puppies.
electric, $55.00 per
4 females. Call 753-0476.
month. Call 489-2595.

01181.1114114

SEWING
E. New Home
machine and
ised only once.
it condition.
Call 492-8441

N'THE IRS TAX EXPERT TOLD ME To
IGNORE LINE 17, YOUR HONOR, 50 I
IGNORED IT."

29 Mobile Horne Rentals

)LUX SALES
'ice. Call Ton5r.
nery, 753-6760,:. •
ght.

g Machines

OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121
South. Three or four
bedrooms, two baths,
living-dining L with
fireplace, carpet, builtin appliances, intercom,
electric baseboard heat,
two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.

38 Pets

49 Used Cars & Trucks

46. Homes For Sale

Anothet View

MURRAY
MANOR
Apartments,- one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
except
stove
and
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.

MOBILE HOME and lot.
1974 Atlantic 12 x 65,
carpeted, central air,
ANTIQUE VICTROLA,
underpinned, furnished,
good condition. $35.00 or
many extras, must see,
best offer. Sony TC.,-330
great buy at $10,500. Over
cassette reel to reel
$12,000 invested. 3 and NICE TWO bedroom
recorder stereo, $200.
three-tenths miles from duplex, adjacent to
Call 753-4029.
Murray. Near East M.S.U. campus. Air
Elementary. Call 753- condition, Couples
ELECTROPHONIC
6809. Leaving town, must preferred. Available
STEREO, BSR turntable, sell.
now. Day phone 7538 track player-recorder, 2
- 4342, night 753-4978.
air suspension speakers.
1970 THREE bedroom
Call 753-8277.
Elcona trailer. Call 753- UNFURNISHED
0171.
ELECTRIC GUITAR
APARTMENT. Ready
custom made. Treni
immediately, stove and
Lopez model. Double pick 28
refrigerator included.
Heating 8 Cooling
up,hollow body. Call after
Call 753-4331.
5 p.m.753-5899.
FOR SALE 110 Volt 10,000 ONE BEDROOM furnished
23 Exteuninating
BTU air conditioner,
apartment, heat and
$50.00. Phone 753-9757
water furnished. Call 753after 6 p.m.
9539after 6:30 p.m.

FREE

0; IP X 30la

IRISH SETTER stud.
AKC registered. Call
437-4620.
GERMAN SHEPHARDS,
Irish Setters, Boxers, one
female Old English Sheep
dogs, All AKC registered.
Call 753-6488.
41 Public Sales
MOVING SALE, all
things must go. Starts
Monday. Route 1, Box
175, Kirksey. Call 489-

45

Cale

SEVENTY ACRES, 2
miles East of Farmington on Highway
121. 50 acres tillable.
Three bedroom mobile
home. City utilities. Call
1-345-2502.
54 ACRES MORE or less.
Approximately 44 acres
in cultivation. Modern 3
bedroom home Metal
tool shed. Deep well.
About 6 miles North of
Murray. Price $38,500.
Call 753-8629tr 46. Horr. For ,

START THE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky
Lake. We have some
very choice five acre
tracts on a black top
road (Kirby Jennings
Trail) near Hamlin, Ky.
These can be purchased
with a low down
payment. John C.
Neubauer Real Estate
Street,
Main
505
Murray, Ky. 753-01017531 or 753-7116.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
DUE TO RECENT sales
we need listings! We
hare clients wanting(1)
three bedrooms with
dining area (2) good
tillable acreage north of
city. Call now Wilson
Real Estate, 753-3263 or
come by 206 South 4thacross from post office.
16% ACRES OF flat
tillable land on Highway
1828 (Midway Road).
Call 753-7166.
FIRST TIME on market
for this beautiful 5
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
veneer home in excellent location. Extra
large family room,
formal dining room,
central electric heat and
air, many built-ins in
kitchen, fireplace, builtins in two bedrooms,full
walk-out basement,
double garage. Priced in
the 40's. To see call 7538080 or come by 105 N.
12th.Boyd'Majors, Real
Estate.
VERY
NICELY
redecorated in Murray,
aluminum "riding, *MI
newly installed plumbing and electric service. Home in top
condition, you can own
and pay less than rent.
Priced a $6.750. Call
Moffitt
Co., 206
South 12th,

Home
Sale
Saturday sad Sunday
8 o'clock.
1601 farmer Avowal.
Few antiques, kitchen
appliances, complete
home sale

two
NEW
THREE
bedroom, all electric
central heat and air,
/
2 miles
large lots, 31
from Murray. Roberts
Estate Subdivision. $120
per month. Phone 7537381 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or
753-3745 after 5 p.m.

1972 OLDS Cutlass vinyl
top, all power, turbohydramatic, air. Best
offer over $1,700. Call
753-8354.

47 Motorcycles

1971 JEEP CJ5, 225 V-6,
8,000 pound PTO winch.
High flotation tires. Call
365-3608.

1975 YAMAHA, 15 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
excellent running
condition. Call 753-9168
or 436-5370.
49 Used Cats 8 Trucks
1975 GRAND PRIX,
loaded, clean, good
shape. Will wholesale
Call 753-7695.

1968 FORD CORTINO, 4
speed, 4 cylinders, easy
on gas. Call 753-8277.
1972 MERCURY MONTEREY custom, 4 door,
local, one owner, low
mileage, yellow, black
top and interior. Call
436-2427.

GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities.
Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
'Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-9686262. This is a dealers
auction.
1967 FORD station
wagon. In perfect
running condition. Call
753-8390.

1969 FORD 2 ton truck
with 15' grain bed and
twin hoist. Good conFOR SALE by owner, dition. Call 753-5612.
Three-bedroom brick
home. Double Garage, THREE BUICKS, two
large fenced-in back
1966 and one 1965. Good
yard. Concrete drive.
bargain. Two axles and
Fully carpeted, range,, wheels. Call 753-7143.
dishwasher, refrigerator,
disposal. Electdc heat
and air. Nice neigh- 1968 CHEVY VAN, 6
borhood Call David Hill, cylinder, automatic,
753-9562, 7534017, 7531975 VW Serico. Call 7537380, or 753-1918.
0963.

ROY
HARMON'S
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.
CARPET CLEANING,
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
free
references,
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
SMALL HOME repairs
and alterations. Call 4362476 evenings.
WILL DO Babysitting, 106
South 13th,Call 753-0305.

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
installed per your
specifications. Call
Larry Lyles at 753.2310
for free estimates.

WINDOWS AND gutters
cleaned. Call 753-5320.

IS YOUR
BUSINESS FOR SALE?
FOR FAST CONFIDENTIAL
SERVICE CALL 471-1930
sr 471-4021

JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.

BYERFINDER
SYSTEM

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

Sikeston, 14o.

CONTACT SCHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe
work, or trucking needs.
Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.

WILL DO Baby sitting in
Murray at my home. For
more information call 4354521.
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.

LICENSED ELECTIRICIAN - Prompt
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.

53 Feed And Seed
GOOD LESPEDEZA hay.
Call 474-2302.

Ii

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESa08PT1ONS _
_
4iosram.surrutsFORUM ANDSAU
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

50 Campers
Sales,
CAMP-A-RAMA
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down,unique,Good
used trailers, 1Y2 mile
east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffenville,
Ky. Phone 527-7807.
1 Services Offered
MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.m.
or weekends.
LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION. Backhoe
work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to
New Concord. Gravel,
white rock and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call Ross, 436-2505, open
7 days a week.
PLUMBING OR Electric,
odd jobs we like. All
work guaranteed to
please. Call games
Burkeen,474-2257.
AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and enclosures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 4928647.

Auction Sale
Every Friday night 641 Auctiosi Noose, Paris, Imai.
This week oak clothes chest with bevel mirror,
walnut primitive American chest, combination
hutch and china cabinet, beds, chest of drawers,
high back rocker, depression glass, ruby red,
green oat mill, other glass, 2 bedroom suites
complete with springs and mattress, Speed
Queen automatic washer,like new,good dryer.
Shorty McBride

No. 247 Aectieneer

/
Ralf Edwards
and
Schott Brothers

Zwill-Nayiele-Nopi
Avtliartic Handmade
Indian

Leather
Coats

Turquoise
Jewelry

/
11 3 OFF dr MORE

On
Sale Now
e

Red Ball Insulated

Socks
&
Underwear

Rubber
Boots

BY OWNER, 3 bedroom 1969 FIREBIRD silver
brick near Stella on 1 acre
with black vinyl top, ELECTRICAL WIRING
Off
wooded lot with 30 x 30
mag wheels and tape
home and industrial, air
shop. Call 7534785.
player. $850. Call 435conditioning, and
Bicentennial
4383.
refrigeration, plumbing
THREE BEDROOM borne,
and heating. Call 47420 acres of land. Located 1968 BUICK 4 door, 1968
8841 or 753-7203.
about 5 miles east of
Pontiac Catalina, 2 door
For The Whole Family
Fairdealing,
near
hardtop, 1968 Pontiac KIRBY CARPET CARE Jonathan Creek,off High- Grand Prix, 2 door
cleans rugs of all kinds.
way 68. Call 5274756.
hardtop. 1967 Olds
In business, homes, and
Cutless. All extra good.
institution, Rugs come
POOR FARM ROAD and
Call 436-2427.
r east a Shwa Dept.
clean
by
steam
16th Street Extended
Olympic Plaza
"
if Del"'
cleaning.
"
5-9 Weekdays ..-. WI
Free
753-9685
14sunday
2,000 Square feet. Priced 1975 FORD Pickup
Murray, Ky.
estimates. 24 hour anto sell Phone 753-7370.
a.**Shan Far Ewa,Kindly Under Tor Sun'
Ranger XLT. Low
swering service, 500
\
mileage. Call 489-2225.
Maple. 753-0359.
BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10160 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2
Guy Spann Realty is in need of new listings of all kinds. We have buyers. Start the
car carport. Call 7530846,for appointment.
New Year right list and sell your property today with Guy Spann Realty. 753.

30%

91"

Boots-Shirts-Belts

vERNoNs WSETSOTREERN

NOTICE

THREE BEDROOM
brick house, large
corner lot, carport, new
gutters, all outside
woodwork covered with
aluminum Located
Highway 121 and 1106 in
- Coldwater. €01141115dIaDELIGHTFUL-.3
BEDROOM Brick, large
rooms, Den. Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.
$26,500, 401 N 10th St. 7530690

7724
Office Hours 8 5 Monday through Saturday

Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Street

Member of Multiple listinis

Phone 753-7724

'YIN* KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Prentice Dann • 753-5725
Jock Penal •753-11961

Leal D. Cole - 753-9723

Gv y Spann - 7534307
Liaise Salter. 7534419
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Deaths and Funerals
Woodfin Hutson,
Sr., Dies; Rites
To Be Thursday

Final Rites For
Homer G. Wicker

Collapse Of Italy's
Government Imminent
ROME(AP) —The collapse
of Italy's 37th postwar
government appeared imminent today as the Socialist
party prepared to withdraw
its support from Premier Aldo
Moro's 13-month old minority
Christian
of
coalition
Democrats and Republicans.
The Socialist exetutive
committee was meeting today
and Thursday to approve a
recommendation from party
leader Francesco de Martino
that the party desert the
government and demand a
"emergency" adnew
ministration.
The Socialist defection
would leave Moro assured of
only 310 votes in the 630of
Chamber
member
Deputies, six short of a

majority.
Political sources said the
government would probably
resign by Thursday at the
4itest. They predicted that
Moro would then open
negotiations with de Martino
to try to get the Socialists to
the
rejoin
government
coalition, which they quit in
October 1974.
The Socialists have declared
their readiness to return to the
government if the Christian
Democrats, the dominant
force in Italian politics ever
since the war, guarantee to
make "profound changes" in
economic policy and to involve
the Communist party, Italy's
second biggest, in the
determination of national
policy.

Two More Western Countries Said
To Be Favoring Soviets In Angola

giock,Rake
Prewe at steel st bail keens at este
etYr, way, headed a Ow tripe a
Time by Ma 61 Midiges. Cap., el
harm,trees ham:

1% +%
7unc
10% -141
IPa -ia
OF% +1
25% -%
23% one
40% +'e
111% -4-Va
45% +1

U.S. Homes
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly nark
Union Carbide
W .R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
GAF
Georial'uctfic
Pfizer
Jun Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

WASHINGTON(AP)— U.S.
intelligence sources )predict
Western
more
two
Hemisphere countries will
soon come out in support of the
Soviet-backed faction in the
Angola civil war.
Intelligence sources said
they have received strong
indications that the governments of Jamaica in the
Caribbean and Guyana in
South America will formally
the
Popular
recognize
Movement for the Liberation
of Angola (MPLA), an action
already taken by Brazil.
These sources forecast that
such action will follow expected recognition of the.
MPLA by the Organization of
African Unity (OAU), which
convenes later this week in
Addis Ababa,Ethiopia.
U.S. intelligence sources
also have been watching the
movement of a Soviet guidedmissile destroyer down the
west coast of Africa in recent
days for any indications it
may sail toward Angola. At
last report, the destroyer was
steaming west of Guinea.
The Russians have stationed
an amphibious tank-landing
ship some 300 miles off the
northern Angolan coast for
some time in what is regarded

by some U.S. analysts as a
further demonstration of
Soviet interest in that area of
Africa and its adjoining
waters.

would amount to defiance of
the United States.
If, as U.S. intelligence
expects, Guyana formally
backs the MPLA, it would be
somewhat ironic because
Guyana's present prime
minister, Forbes Burnham,
was installed in 1964 with
substantial help from the CIA.
The CIA was concerned at the
time over control of the
Guyana government by
Marxist Cheddi Jagan.
As for recent fighting in
Angola, U.S. intelligence
sources said the MPLA may
have taken Negage, described
as a key strongpoint in northern Angola, from U.S.supported troops.
reaching
Reports
Washington said Soviet-built
T34 tanks were used in the
attack on Negage, a possible
indication that Cuban troops
are engaged. Sources said last
week that there were signs a
tank unit of the regular Cuban
army had entered the war.
U.S. intelligence reports
tended to support South
African press accounts of a
new MPLA offensive, with the
apparent loss of the important
north Angolan town of Carmona by the U.S.-hacked
National Front(FNLA).

Final rites for Homer G.
Wicker are being held today at
Woodfin Hutson, Sr., age 93, two p. m. at the chapel of the
311% +'.
The Soviets have moved
died Tuesday at 12:45 p. m. at Max Churchill Funeral Home
14 +%
and tank-landing
destroyers
the Puryear Nursing Home, with Rev. Jerrell White ofMX
one
.
25 At
ships in and out of Conakry,
Puryear, Tenn. He was the ficiating and music' by Gus
Guinea, for several years.
father of Dr. Woodfin Hutson, Robertson, Jr., and Richard
Analysts say that even if the
Jones. .
Murray Dentist.
destroyer meets with the tankServing as pallbearers are
Mr. Hutson is also survived
landing ship at sea off Angola,
by a stepson, Marvin Hart- Lowry Parker, John Clenit would be more.a symbolic,
sfield of Mayfield; a step- denon, Lowell King, George
show-the-flag gesture than a
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
daughter, Mrs. Glynda Harris Outland, Hardy Outland, and
significant military show of
Government investigators
of Paducah; one sister, Mrs. J. L. Barnett. Interment will
said Tuesday the Interior
the
force,
considering
L. S. Bates of Humboldt, be in the Murray City
relatively small naval power
Department's coal-mine dust
Tenn.; four grandsons, Dr. Cemetery.
involved.
sampling program is flawed to
Mr. Wicker died Monday at
Richard M. Hutson of Murray,
On the diplomatic front,
the extent that official claims
John W. Hutson of Falls the Murray-Calloway County
sources said a three-man
of major progress in curbing
Church, Va., J. B. Hartsfield Hospital at the age of 80. A
MPLA delegation recently
black-lung are not believable.
of Sedalia, and Coley Harris of resident of 1110 Poplar Street,
visited both Jamacia and
Sen. Harrison Williams, DPaducah; four great grand- he was a veteran of World War
received
and
Guyana
N.J. made the findings from a
sons and two great grand- I.
assurances of at least moral
two-year study by the General
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
daughters.
arroll. • p (Continued from Page 1)
support from leaders of both
Accounting Office (GAO) and
His wife, the former Nelle Mary Darnell Wicker, and
countries.
the National Bureau of
Moore, preceded him in death three daughters, Mrs. Ted
Sen. Eugene Stuart of chairmanships of the upper Standards( NBS)public.
There are reports that
in 1963, a few months after Wilson, Mrs. Leroy Barnett,
chamber's
15 standing
Guyana may demonstrate its
Williams and Sen. Jennings
they had celebrated their and Mrs. Glen Johnston, all of Prospect was approved as
committees were approved.
support for the MPLA by
Randolph, D-W. Va. issued a
fiftieth wedding anniversary. Murray, four grandchildren, Republican Floor Leader,
as
Glasgow
of
Baker
Walter
sending a small medical team
and
Born February 4, 1881, in one great grandchild,
"This is truly an historic joint statement in which the
Republican Caucus Chairman moment," said Stuart to
to Angola.
said
were
to
findings
have
Obion County, Tenn., he was several nieces and nephews.
Mrs.
and Joe Graves of Lexington Stovall. "We salute you and been viewed with "the utmost
significanlly,
More
the son of the late Thomas
as Minority Whip.
recognition of the MPLA could
concern" and the adHutson and Moriah Louise
wish you Godspeed."
In the House, William
be followed by open use of
Woodfin Hutson.
The Senate passed three ministration was urged "to
Kenton of Lexington was routine resolutions
Guyana's facilities for
Mr. Hutson had been an
and ap- move quickly" to carry out
elected speaker, confirming proved William Gentry, Ii)- improvements recommended
refueling Cuban airplanes
educator in Kentucky and
action taken at the party's Bardstown,
lifting troops to Angola. This
by the investigators.
Missouri for over fifty years.
caucus. Norbert Blume of
He was a graduate of Western
Funeral services for Mrs.
Kentucky Teachers College, Raymond ( La vie) Phelps are Louisville, deposed as House
Peabody Teachers College, being held today at two p. m. Speaker in the pre-legislative
and the University of Ken- at the chapel of the J. H. conference last month in
tucky. He had been principal Churchill Funeral Home with Gilbertsville, was named
of high schools in a number of Bro. Lake Riley and Bro. Ray Chairman of the House
Kentucky School Systems, and Grinunit officiating. The song Committee on Labor and
served as superintendent of service is by singers from Industry. ._
Kenton, after being sworn
schools in the Gideon, Mo., Friendship Church of Christ
in, pledged to "administer the
School System.
where she was a member with
affairs of the House in the
While living in Gideon, he Wayne Clark as leader.
great tradition that preceded
was an active member of
Serving as pallbearers are
Kiwanis International, ser- Albert Ragsdale, Martin me.
"I hope to live up to the
ving as club secretary for Wells, John Wyatt, Ewing
eighteen years. He was an Stubblefiekt Rafe Brooks,and merit and honor you have
layman Edward McClure. Burial will bestowed on me," he said.
church
active
Others in the House
throughout his adult life, was be in the Friendship
leadership included Lloyd
a member of the First Baptist Cemetery.
Clapp of Wingo, Speaker Pro
Church, Murray, and a
Mrs. Phelps, age 71, a
member of Wingo Lodge No. resident of 410 South Eighth Tern; Bobby Richardson of
448 Free and Accepted Street, Murray, died Monday Glasgow, Majority Leader;
Dwight Wells, Richmond,
M1113011S.
at 3:25 p. m. at the MurrayFuneral services will be Calloway County Hospital. Majority Whip; Harold
held Thursday at two p. m. at She was the daughter of the Demarcus, Stanford, Minority
the chapel of the Max Chur- late Frank and Alice Barnett Leader, and Ray Overstreet,
Liberty, Minority Whip.
chill Funeral Home with Dr. Lee.
Both chambers merely
David Roos officiating and
Survivors are her husband,
Mrs. Oneida White playing the Raymond Phelps; daughter, approved the leadership
positions already determined
organ.
Mrs. Orvel Walker, Paris,
Pallbearers will be Fred Tenn.; two sons, Edward at the Gilbertsville meeting
Workman, L. D. Miller, Phelps, Detroit, Mich., and and at party caucuses held
Herbert Perry, John Keel, R. Dolphus Phelps, Louisville; prior to the start of the
A. Stinker, and Buron Jeffrey. three sisters, Mrs. Golden session.
In the Senate, Thelma
Burial will be in the Highland Ragsdale and Mrs. Billy
at Special Low Prices
ate,
Stovall, the first woman
Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Wells, Murray Route Three,
Friends may call at the and Mrs. Richard Lassiter, lieutenant governor in Kentucky history, called the
funeral home.
Murray; eight grandchildren;
FERN ROSE
CHALET
to order shortly after
session
eleven great grandchildren;
Ref.$2b
Styr
Rat.
noon.
one great great grandchild.
0.09
$2.49 BATH TOWEL
BATH TOWEL
A list of prefiled bills was
111111. SI iA
Sim
NV.
read by the clerk and
Special Purchase!
$1.39
Federal State Market News Service
$1.59 HAND TOWEL
HAND TOWEL
kaine=,1470
Hazel
Lodge
Plans
75'
leg.
13'
Reg.
Spring Mist Pattern
Purdue. Area He Market
LAKE DATA
65(
79' WASH CLOTH
Report Includes 11 Buying Stations
WASH CLOTH
m.
a.
7
Lake,
Kentucky
On
Meeting
Friday
&
Receipts: Ad. In FAL 700 Barrows
blue, green or gold cotCotton-polyester Velure• jacquard White, pink,
354.8, down 0.2.
GLtts 1134.50 higher Sows arm 50
ester Velure* with Schitfli
pastel tints of pink, blue,
in
pattern
have frit*.
Thirds
Below dam 323.6, up 1.5.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free
green, yellow and beige.
$005-49 50
341430 lbs.
141.75-41 Z and Accepted Masons will
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.9,
US 14300440lke.
$47.7548.50 meet
US 34 3.04111 Ins
Reg. $5.29
Friday, January 9, at no change.
041.7547.75
US 3-4 10410lbs.
Sows
Below darn 331.2, up 1.9.
7:30 p. m. at the lodge hall.
FLAT OR
US l-227D-50.
Sunset 4:55. Sunrise 7:11.
Officers for 1976 will be
FITTED
001000
US 14310-450 la
Number one seconds of a famous maker. Good selection of colors in solids,
asesstaa Installed, according to Bruce
US 14450450 lbs.
Moon sets 10:09 p. m., rises
Matching
Cases Reg 13.51 $2.99 pr.
iS47.50
U1434300400 lbs.
stripes, prints and jacquard patterns. Special White Sale price....
Wednesday 10:21 a. m.
Wilson, Master of the lodge.
Boars 2101-30.00

Investigators Say
Program Is Flawed

C

Rites Are Today
For Mrs. Phelps

Savings Are Great! Selections, Too!
Shop and Save During Our Annual
t S

AND WINTER CLEARANCE
Cannon "Royal Family"

-t TOWEL ENSEMBLES

Hog Market

PERMANENT PRESS
FULL SIZE SHEETS

Special Purchase! BATH

•

IMPUtin1a1

100% Dacron*
Ninon
Save
$1.111

Tailored Sheer

Curtains

Our Regular $7.99

$6.99 Value
NOW ONLY

WINTER COATS
Orig. $132 Coats
ENTIRE STOCK
WINTER COATS
REDUCED!

9240

*Wools *leathers
*Seek & Plaids
*Fr Trims
*Hooded
111001 & Pad lengths

Bobby Brooks
Spring

PANTS

13

3 Great Styles
It. Blue, Pink, Tan,
Cream, Mint, Peach

Reg. $18

iNk Layaway

$688
100% polyester thermal weave with 100%
nylon binding. Warm in winter. . . cool in
summer. White, blue, pink, green, gold
and beige. 72:W inches.

Dacron Polyester Filled

Lirome-Weive

SOLID COLOR VINYL

PILLOWS

PANTS SALE

THERMAL BLANKET

Add sheer luxury to your windows with these tailored
panels. . . individually hand
cut. High count quality fabric
in white, eggshell, gold,
avocado and light blue. 82inches wide...81-4tiches long.

61,60

3080

"AVONA1RE"

499

Orig. SU Coats

Orig. $44 Coals

$429

$188

Special Purchase!

Minnen's Murray
Open
Nights 'Sundays

PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens II,
C rossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: Bel Air Center

TOWELS

Regularly
$4.99 loch, NOW

TABLE
CLOTHS
White cotton ticking with blue

accents. Rod fable Dacron*

2

for

$700

polyester fill. Non-allergenic;
odorless, mildew, proof and
mat remistant.

$4.99
vols.
NOW

51
70-isecti ea Heavy ileeibweewa
vinyl wipes dean with a dairy cloth
White, yellow. gran,and orange.

JANUARY CLEARANCE -- BIG PRICE REDUCTIONS NOW!
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Life and Learning Program

•

Classes Start February 9

Committee On Committees To
Vote On Opening Its Meetings
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The powerful House Committee on Committees is
expected to vote today on
whether to open its meetings
to the public and press.
"We're in such a rush we
haven't had a chance to
discuss it," said House
Majority Leader Robby
Richardson, 1)-Glasgow, after
Tuesday's opening day session
of the House.
The
Committee
on
Committees, composed of the
House leadership, has the
power to direct bills to standing committees for con• sideration. If it were the only
_ --itenunittee to remain closed it
could conceivably become a
dumping ground for unwanted
legislation.
The standing committees of
.the house are open to the
. -public and the House
.Democratic caucus voted
, 'Tuesday to agree to the
concept of opening the rules
:committee also. That committee traditionally acts as a
:traffic director for legislation,
.:determining which bills get
'sent to the floor and which get
sent back to committee.
Richardson said the caucus
agreed on the concept only,
since a formal proposal has
not been drafted and
presented to the caucus.
However, the caucus also
voted Tuesday to close its own
caucus meetings.
Tuesday's meeting of the
Committee on Committees
was closed, and Richardson
indicated today's would be
also. He said he hasn't decided
whether he favors opening the
committee on committees.
Rep. William Kenton, 1)Lexington, the new House
speaker, has said on several
occasions that he believes in
openess in government and
advocated opening the House
Rules Committee.
However, he said Tuesday
that opening the Committee on
Committees has not been
discussed, adding "you know
aly philosophy," an indication
he favors opening the
meetings.
House Minority Leader
Harold Demarcus also said he
favors opening the committee
meetings.
Demarcus,
the
only
Republican on the committee,
esild he would vote for it to be
open, even though "it may not
be the best thing."
pe cited the fact that
legislators might be prompted
to speak on their bills before
the committee merely to get
press coverage.

He also said the system can
function perfectly well without
having to close the eommittee:
"Every committee should
be open," he said. "Any bill
that comes here should take
the regular route."
Democratic Whip Dwight
Wells, 1)-Richmond said he
Opposes opening the Committee
on
Committee
meetings.

"You've just got to have
some secrets," he said.
"Certain bills have got tote
dealt with somewhere."
Rep. William Donnermeyer,
L)-Bellevue, the Democratic
Caucus Chairman in the
House, said he had "never
thought about it."
"I don't care either," he
said. He also said the fear that
the Committee on Committees
would delay or kill bills is

groundless, saying he had
never known it to go beyond its
scope of authority.
Rep. Lloyd Clapp, D-Wingo,
the only remainingspinther of
the House leadereldp oli the
committee, could not be
reached for comment after the
session.
A simple majority would be
determine
required
to
whether the meetings are
open or closed.

Non-Credit Short Cov_rys for Leisure Enrichment
or
Persorttil Development
RECREATIONS AND HOBBIES
ELEMENTARY ST11116 CLASSES, David Nelms, Instructor
Instruction on the stringed instruments of the orchestra, — violin, viola, and cello. For beginning
students who are in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades. Day
and time will be arranged according to Students age
and experience. All lessons are Ins claim situation.
Monday,February 9
Fine Arts Building

BASIC CRAPPIE FISHIN6, Ken Dean, lestrector
Learn the basic crappie fishing techniques. A hau-ciay
fishing trip on Barkley Lake,is a course highlight.
Monday, March 15-March 226 to 9 p. m.
Room 226, Roy StewartStadium
$10.
3 sessions

2 sessions per week
GUITAR CLASS, Bee Reek isireder

A YARN WITH A NEW TWIST, Saffie T. Guy, Winder
Learn variations of fringes, braids, and joining stitches. These techniques will add custom touches to
clothing, accessories,linens, pillows, and rugs. Students will make samplers so that they will be able to trim
textiles on their own. Class limited to 20. Cost of
materials: $5.00 payable to the instructor at the first
class meeting.
Thursday, March 4-April 1 6:30-9:30 p. m.
Room 422, Fine Arts Building

5 sessions

Beginner or Intermediates. All phases of guitar
playing.
Thursday, February 12-April 15$ to 9p.in.
Room 214 Fine Arts Building

10 sessions

Basic principles of design and how to utilize them in the
home.
Monday,February 2-March 7 to 8:30 p. m.
Room N-310, Applied Science Building

$15.

6 sessions

Brief history of firearms, demonstrationof procedures
and techniques used in constructing the Kentucky Long
Rifle.
Monday,February 9-April 126:30-9:00 p. m.
Murray High School
10 sessions
$25.

Designed top develop an ability to choose furniture
wisely and how to place effectively in the home.
Wednesday,February 11-March 107 to 8:30 p. in.
Room N-310, Applied Science Building

$7.
5 sessions
ARCHERY SHOOTING TECHNIQUES Gary L. Crum, Instrodor
Basic shooting techniques in archery. Any level of
proficiency may sign up. Students may use their own
tackle or rent university equipment at a nominal fee.
Thursday, April 8-May 6 8:30-11:30 p. m.
Archery Range, Roy Stewart Stadium

Students will learn the fundamentals of knitting so that
they will be able to complete knitted articles by themselves. Class limited to 20 students. Cost of materials:
$5.00 payable to the instructor at the first class
meeting.
Monday,February 9-March 15 6:30-9:30 p. m.
Room 422, Fine Arts Building

6 sessions

5 sessions

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH FOR WOMEN
Lanett, Thermo, Instructor
To assist the working woman in an assessment and
acknowledgement of her strengths.
Thursday,February 12-February 266 to 9 p. m.
Ordway Hall

A practical study of plants suitable for indoor and outdoor growing.
Tuesday,February 10-March 97 to 9:00 p. m.
Room S-401, Applied Science Building

$10,

3 sessions
$V.
MAKING MONEY WORK FOR YOU, Kiridiam P. Ford, Instructor

Techniques for the homemaker. Class limited to 20. Additional fee oi $7.50 for supplies and equipment to be
paid the first night of class.
Moncisy,February 16-March 86:30-8:30 p.
Room 307, Applied Science Building
,

Living with inflation? Spending and saving?
Developing a secure and rewarding savings program?
Stocks and bonds for beginners? These are questions to
be answered in this course. Also, savings and lie
vestment techniques for young adults and older people.
Monday,February 3-March 1 7 to9p.
Room 302, Business Building

5 sessions
BASIC CAKE DECORATING, Ruth bersheyer, Instructor

4sessions

—SB

4 sessions

St

NEEDUPOINTIN6, Eugene Flood, Instructor

WOMEN'S SELF DEFENSE CLASS, J01111 Victor OW,Instructor

From the five basic stitches you can design and work
your own patterns creating purses, wall hangings,
pillow tops and numerous other contemporary and
heirloom items. Students to provide materials
prescribed by the instructor.
Thursday,February 12-March 11 6:30-8:30 p. in.
Ream 226, Roy Stewart Stadium

Each woman is taught how to defend against attackers. Latest Karate techniques taught.
Tuesday, February 10-April 13 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Karate Center, 18th and Main
5 sessions
$10.

COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS

$10

5 sessions

AMATEUR RADIO, ADVANCED CLASS LICENSE
William L. Call, linker:tor

BEGINNING DRAW916 & PAINTING, Susanne Doyle, Instructor

Instruction in Morse code and electronic theory in
preparation for the FCC Advanced class Amateur
Radio (Ham) examination. Prerequisite: FCC Novice
class license or equivalent knowledge.
Tuesday,February 10-April 137 to 9 p. m.
Room 170, Blackburn Science Building

The use and technique of basic drawing and painting
materials. Students will provide own materials at a
minimum cost of $5.00.
Thursday.February 28-March 256:30-9:30 p. m.
Room 411 Fine Arts Building

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
In what some observers said
was an unusual turn of events,
Burley tobacco prices climbed
back close to pre holiday
break levels Tuesday with a
statewide per hundredweight
average of $108.35.
"Yesterday and today the
average was getting very
close to those high prices of
Dec. 1 ($109.70 per hundredweight) and Dec. 2
($108.51 per hundredweight),"
said Ed French of the Tobaern
Market News.
"The prices right now are
up about as high as they've
been this season on average
by grade," he added
The price was up 26 cents
over Monday's $108.09 Per
hundredweight average when
22,384,154 pounds of leaf w.'
sold.
The highest per hundredweight average enjoyed b)
burley farmers at the 28
selling places Tuesday was
Mt Sterling's $112.52,followed
closely by.C.ezrollton's $112.22
and Morehead's $112.02.
Farmers sold 72,415,800 lle
of lee/ for $24,2111,563 with the
state's largest market.
Lexington, selling the largest
amount of burley, 3,547,530
pounds

$10.

PERSONAL LIFE AND GROWTH

$18.

GROWING OF HOUSE & PATIO PLANTS, Roger Maths, InStrudor

Burley
Prices
Climb

$9.

FURNITURE STYLES, SELKTION, & ARRANGEMINT
Susan Bruner, InskEtor

GETTING DOWN TO THE KNITTY GRITTY,
Sallie I Guy, Instructor

(AP Wirephoto

$10.

FUNDAMENTALS OF INTERIOR DESIGN
Swan Brunner, Instructor

HOW TO BUILD A KENTUCKY LONG RIFLE.
Joe Keeslar, Instructor

CHILLY DIP — Jesse Rodrigquez, 15, sinks slowly through the ice covering Quaffs
Lake in Racine, Wis., in this series of photos. He was walking across the lake when the
ice broke. A rescue squad pulled him to safety with a rope.

$5.

$15.

5sessions

10 sessions
CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH, Roger M. Caws, Instructor

ENJOYING FLOWERS, Mary Holton, Instructor

Designed primarily for travel in Spanish-speaking
countries. It will enable students to communicate on a
basic level.
Tuesday,February 10-April 137 to 9 p.
Room 105, Faculty Hall

The course will cover caring for roses, drying flowers,
and arranging for all occasions.
Thursday, March 25-April 296:30-8:30 p.m.
Room 307, Applied Science Building

$12.

6sessions

$20.

10 sessions

DOG OBEDIENCE INSTRUCTION
Stanley Thompson, Mrs. Karparek Roseberry, buiredors

C-0-M-14-111-1-C-A-T-E AND P-A14-1-C-I-P-A-1-E
Charles K. Guthrie, Instructor

Obedience training for dogs six months and older. You
will be informed of needed accessories the first night of
class. Bring your dog.
Monday,February 23-April 267 to 8p. m.
A. Carman Pavilion, Sales Arena

Designed to help persons develop effective interpersonal communication skills
Monday,February 9-April 127 to 9 p. m.
Room 228, Roy Stewart Stadium

$20.

10 sessions

$10.

10 sessions

BASIC CONVERSATIONAL FRENCH
Francoiw Kettering, Instructor

BALI ROOM DANCING, Charles & Elsie Merman, Instructors
Fun and confidence for social dancing. Fox Trot, ChaCha, Waltz,and Swing,for couples only.
Friday, February 13-March 127 to 9 p. m.
University School Lobby

A specially designed conversational course for
children in grades 4, 5,6,& 7 to provide an introduction
to the French Language.
Thursday,February 19-April 22 3:30-4:30 p. in.
Room 201, Murray Middle School-Main Building

5 sessions

10 sessions

$50 per amok

No
Entrance
Examinations
No
Grades

$10.

NICAflSI
Mae NI
Ali MO
AT SIM 111P•IIIII
1111111$W,11111110I Man
MN

marsripswir

moms
mas Ana

IPPON MIL

••

NUM MEM IMMO
•NOR SIUMIL

No
Examinations

OMNI CLASS I NNW HO IS NMIND
•dr* ler I..... .

arineoll

A Regional Adult Educational Service
. proviced by
The Center for Continuing Education

Murray Stale University
Murray, Kentucky

Phones 762-1086 or 162-4159
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STORE A
STORE B

STORE C
STORE D
PROVES IT...WEEK AFTER WEEK

Prices good through Tom*.loweary 13111 IAterrmy. Lair
right reserved Com*/ 1176. The Kreger Company.

KROGER IS LOW PRICE LEADER IN GROCERIES!

How
Stati

*Wes Make
V 5 NUT SUM Ma BEEF

SIRLOIN
STEAK

T-BONE
STEAK

albinos( yew desire
veilereety 'open, Reset
eiel juicy, rich tender ,"
nese its Wet insist ea
"People's Choice" 1LS.
Gov't. Graded Choice
a Sieger es
Beef
dative. Not oily does
People's Choice Reel
meet rigid U.S. Depart,
meat of Agriculture
standards ter ILS.D.A.
Choice quality it also
meets Ireger's own
quality criteria for Mel
esceltema.

$ 58

$ 68

49 Oz.
Box
With this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupes merchandise.
Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one. Good
throuth Tuesday, January 13th,

Family Pak Mixed Parts
Kroger Chub Pak

GROUND
BEEF

Pride of

Fresh Picnic Style

FRYING
CHICKEN

tREAM STYLE CORN

PORK
ROAST

3 breast qtrs., 3 kg qtrs
4 wings and 2 gibtets

11111101S White or Cokes

49
L, $168 Green Beans

$158 Rib Steaks

Rib Roast
Sliced
Rib Half 01

BUSH CUT

U.S. CHOICE BEEF

U.S. CHOICE BEEF

Quarters
Family Pak

PORK
LOIN
29

FABRIC
EATMORE
SOFTENER MARGARINE

PORK
STEAKS
$1 39

sig
IN

Family Pak Countri Style

•

Lb

9

FRESH FRYER

69c
Breast Quarters 79c
L. 59c
Turkeys
LB 49c
Drumsticks
$199
Pork Sausage
Leg Quarters

DISHWASHING
LIQUID

SLICED
BACON
29

LB

Pork & Beans
Shelly Beans

FRESH FRYER

RUSH DRY

LB

FREE
KRAUT
SAUER
with purchase of

LB.

Catfish Steaks
MIRA STYLE

Braunschweiger
SERVE 'N SAVE SLICED

LB

Turnip Greens

39c
89c
69c
$119

U.S. No. 1 All Purpose

RED
POTATOES

2c

61C
A BAG!

KROGER BARINCLW

Beans
KROGER

LB

Temple Oranges EAU
PURPLE TOP

Fresh Turnips
CALIFORNIA
BCH

FANCY MEXICAN

$ Oz.

12 05.

lloos mow 1.11M1

Eggplants

Pkgs.

19c
WORTH 50c CASH
WESTINGHOUSE
39c
EYE-SAVER BIllS
10c\-lik.xelo3errAerAO
19c
69c
49c
29c
SCOPE MOUTHWASH

Fresh Broccoli

Size

• in M

'°

FRESH FLORIDA

DELICIOUS
APPLES
"as,.

FISH
STICKS

Sweet Potatoes

32 01
BY 1.

Catsup
In

NAVEL ORANGES

SAVE

II OZ.
JAR

HUNT'S

Sunkist Seedless

Washington Ex. Fancy

Serve 'N Save

Peanut Butter

29
1

BEEF WIENERS

515 02
CANS

KROGER

LOW-FAT
KROGER MILK

12 Oz. Kroger

CIRCLE B

FAMILY PAK IMPORTED

BUSH CHOPPED

I Lb. pkg. el Country Club

TURKEY

Hindquarters

4it:s

Pinto Beans

MEDALLION 10 to 14 LB

TURKEY

41111CAlt

BUSH

EA.

woe Geed th,e1.44, Tres4.V

4161L
i
k
l I;
k 1(\reMer
r

Skilcraft Fine Quality
BISQUICKMIX

99c

V'

iii'th, (04/000 load
Good Weisel tar

1315,

&.1
%.‘t9
3
1 1
fWA

MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
1 lb.
Beg

TOTAL

so.
1 29

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEE

VMS Ms senior 1oi *of
Good Waage Jae 1315
4
IO/
1
4
:V
I
K
$
. 4
,r

3 Varieties
Everythiai pet bey at kreillf is guaraateed for your
total satisfaction regardless of manufacturer 11 you are
Ml satisfied, Kroger will replace your item with the
same bread or a comparable brand or refired your pun
chase price.

Kroger
BISCUIT

WORTH 30c CASH
MIX

.
le..oz 79c

KROGER SPICES

Dixie Home Dinner
oz. 3/$100

We Hu purloin that we mu l do everything III Nif pewit to have
mete siroplMs el an advertised specials en our shelves ohm yew
shop tor Mem. N, due to conetions beyond ow reshot, we"
6 "rt
of as advertised special, we will sebstttote the UMe it.m ie a cow
potable bread Dame such an item is availaMe1reflectiog the same
"Wogs or. if yew prefer, give pee a "Rain Chew' which wattles you
I. the mine advertised special at the same special price ay time
litho JR days.

CORN
BROOM
$133
Ea.
Dixie Cotton

(STORE HOURS)

WET MOP
Ea.99C

8 a. m.to 12 p. m.
Central Shopping Center

WO TOUTS

Excedrin P.M.

$144

STICO 1011-PEOPOroor

lishOdwer

e'-$107
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Mrs. Stovall Admits She's'Awed At
Prospects Of Lieutenant Governor

nip

By BILL HENDRICK
began that task on Tuesday as
Associated Press Writer
the 1976 session of the
Frankfort, Ky. (AP) — Keril,ucky legislature began.
Thelma Stovall admits she's
"I was awed to begin with,
awed, maybe even a little _ but these senators are gen.nsrvous, about her newest job tlemen and they pride
In state government — that of themselves on being genlieutenant governor.
tlemen," the 56 year old
She became thefirst womalli veteran of more than a
ever elected to that post — the quarter century in state
second highest elective office government said in an inin the state -- last November. terview after adjournment.
Her main duty is to preside
Mrs. Stovall, who lives in
over the state Senate, which is Louisville, mounted the
dominated by men, and she rostrum at noon and gaveled

the Senate into session a few
minutes later.
It was an emotional moment
for her, she said when the first
day's session of the 1976
General Assembly had ended.
"It was emotional for me
only because I was frightened
a little bit," Mrs. Stovall said,
smiling, her hands trembling
slightly. "But it wasn't as bad
as I thought it would be."
Dressed in a light blue dress
with a matching sweater, Mrs.
Stovall appeared nervous at

first, but her voice was firm,if
not loud, as she recognised
vprious senators to speak.
"I forgot a few things, but
everything seemed to go
well," she said as senators
filed past the rostrum to
congratulate her on her
performance.
She walked through the
Senate chamber, shaking
hands and talking with other
members, pausing now and
then to greet •asitors and
friends.

House Leaders Want
Statement On Impact

NE

1
1

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
House leaders have ordered a
fiscal impact statement for
almost every bill introduced
this session, but the
Legislative Research Commission indicates the task
may be almost impossible in
the short time allotted.
A resolution passed Tuesday
by the House Committee on
Committees directs the LRC-taff to analyze each bill or
esolution which may cause
le expenditure of state or
ral funds, "or which may
ave the effect of causing a
Ain or loss in the amount of
tate or local revenues."
The relevant data is sup)osed to be reported to the
thief
clerk
of
the
louse—which gets all bills
nvolving
appropriations—
within seven days from
introduction of the measure.
Included are aorne 250 bills
refiled before opening day
Tuesday.
The
Committee
on
committees recommended a
iermanent House rule on
'iscal impact.
A House Democratic caucus
ioted for the same thing
Tuesday, and a bill already
ms been offered requiring
aidsfiscal analysis.
"We'll do everything in our
)ower to handle everything,
mit we need an order of
riorities," LRC Director Phil
r:onn said.
Conn said he was "told this
was afoot," but not consulted
in its feasibility.
The
task
will
be
nonumental at the least and
)erhaps impossible to ac-

complish fully on such short
notice," he said. "We are
asking the LRC to clarify
certain points."
Conn said the LRC now has
12 staffers handling fiscal
matters compared with only
two a couple of years ago.
He said the 12 are used to
draft numerous bills and, for
the first time, in drawing up
the legislative version of a
new budget for the next two
&cal years.
The fiscal impact resolution
would be a third major
assignment, and Conn expressed doubts it could be
handled satisfactorily.
"The simplistic answer is to
say 'then let's hire more
people,' but we can only
assimilate employes so fast,"
he said. "The realistic answer
is to decide priorities."
Conn said the preliminary
statutes dealing with judicial
reform, now a part of the
constitution, would require the
most complicated type of
fiscal estimates because they
have so many ramifications.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
One of Gov. Julian Carroll's
aides, Raymond Barber, has
been
named
deputy
superintendent of public instruction by Supt. James B.
Graham.
Graham said James Melton,
now assistant superintendent
for
finance
and
administration, and James
Baker, superintendent of the
Middlesboro city school
system, will also get top posts
in the Department of
Education, but would not say
exactly what jobs they will
hold.

1

14

It

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — While
NBC's "Today" show still is
the undisputed king of the
ratings among the network
morning shows, something
curious seems to be afoot, an
apparent drop in the number
of homes tuned in on "Today."
Depending
which
on
audience estimate is cited, the
drop could be as much as 21
per cent or as little as 8 per
cent or even smaller.
We came across this during
a query to the A.C. Nielsen
ratings company on how
ABC's new two-hour "Good
Morning, America" show,
begun Nov. 3, was doing
against NBC's twohour
"Today" show.
The answer: The new show
has slightly better ratings
than its predecessor, "AM
America," which ABC began
on Jan. 6 last year. That
show's first week on TV was
seen in nearly three million
fewer homes than "Today."
ABC research expert
Marvin Mord says the new
show only has marginally
attracted members of the
"Today" audience and that Its
ratings increase seems attributable to a new audience it
is developing.
But regardless of from
where the audience for ABC's
new show is coming, whether
"Today- is maintaining its
past drawing power seems in
doubt.
- -Nielsen asys its pablirdssd
audience estimates — based
on data from 1,200 homes
equipped with TV meters —
cover only the last 30 minutes
of each hour "Today" and
"Good Morning, America"
are on the air, because only

these segments carry national
advertising. The highest-rated
segment usually is the one
from 8:30 to 9 a.m.F,ST.
Nielsen figures for only that
segment, covering a period
from September 1974 to early
January 1975, show that
viewers in an estimated
3,973,000 homes watched
"Today" each week then.
The most recent data
available for this season,from
September to the first week in
December,show an estimated
3,132,000 homes tuned to the
last half-hour of "Today," or
an average of 841,000 fewer
homes.
That's quite an apparent
drop. But we emphasize the
word apparent, because in the
mind of NBC research expert
Bill Rubens the drop is by no
means all that certain or
large.
He cited an NBC study of a
different audience survey —
by the American Research
Bureau, which all three
networks use — made last
November during what the
networks call a ratings
In this detailed survey,
based on sampling of nearly
100,000 homes in more than 200
cities, there only was an 8 per
cent drop in the "Today"
audience compared with
November 1974 figures,
Rubens said.
He said the apparent 21 per
cent drop recorded in the
longer periocis covered in the
NNW -at* -may 11110Ct
changes in the company's
audience-sampling system.
"rather than a real changeht
the program's audience."
Nielsen says it has made no
significant changes this

GOGGLE-EYED — Andrew James Nussbaum, 4 months, swings in his portable cradle and gawks at New York
City sights as he is carried by his parents, Agnes and
Robert. The family is from London, England and is
touring New York.

Mrs. Stovall was a state
representative from the
Louisville area for three
terms and since 1956 has been
elected state treasurer twice
.and secretary of state three
She acknowledged she was a
little rusty on parliamentary
procedures and said that was
her major worry about
opening day.
"I served in the House, but
never in the Senate," she said,
her hands tightly clasping her
eyeglasses. "I was having a
little trouble saying the
senator from so and so instead
of the gentleman from so and
so," she laughed. "But it
didn't go too bad."
"I think you are always
awed with a new job," she
continued. "You wouldn't be
human if you weren't.
"I am going to make a few
mistakes, that's inevitable,"
she said. "But the people
trusted me to do this job,
particularly the women, and I
intend to do it."
Mrs. Stovall received an
ovation from the senators
after Sen. Eugene Stuart, a
Republican, offered her
congratulations.
"This is truly an historic
moment," Stuart said. "We
salute you and wish you God
Mrs. Stovall responded: "I
am proud and pleased to be
associated with you and I am
looking forward to working
with you for the benefit of all:
Kentuckians."
Mrs. Stovall defeated 10
men for the Democratic
nomination for lieutenant
governor, then
routed
Republican Shirley PalmerBall in the November general
election.

HELPING OTHERS AT ALL
TIMES--Gloria Green (above),
a field intern with the Licking
Valley Girl Scout Council,
hands out information on th
Food
Stamp Program, t
Northern
Kentucky
Girl
Scouts. The scouts are helpin
the Department for Human
Resources
find
people,
especially senior citizens, wh
need food stamps. At right,
two scouts give Mrs. Stella
Meyer
of
Covington
a
pamphlet that explains how to
apply
for
food
stamps.
Pictured above (left to right)
are Lisa and Joyce Daniels,
Charlene Wong, Gloria Green,
Alicia Bautista, Melinda Egan
and Michelle Tabb.

- "COUPON

COUPON

WITH
COUPON

&CON
%mks
WItlioot
Cagle,
4 tor $1.51

Looks
like FLAT!
Washes like
ENAMEL!

4

RATS

COUPON

COUPON
COFFI
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ot READY 'MX
Cause Rodant Killer
WIN Kills rats sad rico.
Ow,osey sad agreefor-awn reedy mend
soll-torvics treys. Oeo
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Wilk Cow
Wool Cowie WU

REG.899
10.98
GALLON
It.

Dirt and most stains
can't penetrate its hard
enamel finish-so they
wash off easily...stand
up to scrubbing for
severe stains.

"POTIUCK"
Bake 'n Sarre Sat
7-Pc.
Bake in it setwe

with a, stele leftovers in the rirfro•
74.11,111114 Ind dishwasher
Vinod EA& POOP
satc whits win, calartvi ralessble reorn. G. Zet
casseroles,
deep loaf pen, long
covered
1-cst.
and
P1.-7
belting dish, and 8" touere sake an.

With
Coupon

75 coffee fihers fit Mr. Coffee. West Bend and 0
77C'
others for coffee made perfect. 1018/CF-2
174 fp
311 Nen** Coffee MM.1020/MF-53

"AA" OR
9-VOLT
BATTERIES

oua CHOICE
toes-life transistor batteries-for radios.
etc. 2-Pack 9V or 4Pack ''AA" batteries.
08211/216/1015/11P1-2J-4

ANIRRICAN
LA FRANCE

777
2% Lb. FIRE
EXTINGUISHER
For flammable liquids, electrical equipment fires. UL
275R-5C
rated 5 BC.

Valvoline 10W-40
Reg. 9.98
Sat-N-Hue
Wall Paint

99

MOTOR Oil
Limit 12 Qts.
Weekend Special

Covers most surfaces in one
coat. Provides a rich, scrubbable finish. Soapy water
clean-up. 48 colors, white.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571
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Your Individual Horoscope

Watchman's Job May Be Unique In Europe Today

When he calls a particular
Calling the hours from 10 p.m. -1 am living amid 25 tons of
LAUSANNE, Switzerland
hour,
Annen resets the alarm
I
but
bells
to
manage
tower
gothic
from
the
sleep
(AP) — When the six-ton bronze to 6 a.m.
for an hour later. He claims he
well,"
the
burley
for
every
night
same
54-year-old
the
is
FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY 8, IsTg
midnight,
bell finished tolling
immediately falls fast asleep
recognize it. You have-Willy Annen stepped out of his Armen, whose job may be bachelor says.
Look in the section in which
again for 50 minutes. "It takes
stand
moral
unusually high
.
It
Europe
has
today.
in
unique
windthe
your birthday comes and find
in
cubicle
ants., in fact, can be downright wooden
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There
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for
scores
same
what your outlook is, according
the
been
of Lausanne's
prudish at times. Intellectually swept belfry
to the stars.
predecessors performing the radio, a telephone and an alarm minutes to doze off," he exinclined, you are apt to prefer ancient cathedral.
clock. There are a few picture plains. "I have found my own
ARIES
spending Your tithe in sonolarlY •'C'est le guet — this is the lofty function for at least six postcards tacked to the wall and rhythm of sleeping and I don't
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erA
' ac- watchman," he shouted into the centuries,
paratnta than in sada
the mind."
You may have some more
Amien's "home" is w tiny, a calendar advertising
tivities. Yet you WANT wool
darkness. "It struck
e wintry
—an
at
works
he
which
for
brewery
revisions to make, but the
sometimes
—
you
to like
woodpannelled cell 158 steps up
No one calls the hours during
almost hopeless desire in view twelve." Below, a handful of
general outlook indicates gains
daytime as a truck driver. The t,,„ .
street
level
from
right
between
a
ov day until Annen comes to
home from
headed
people,
introspecin most areas. A special reward
natural
five
of your
the two huge bells and below alarm wakes him up
work at 10 p.m.
may come from an unexpected
tiveness. You have excellent bottle of wine in an old town
minutes before the hour.
others.
five
listen.
source.
business acumen and, in your bistro,stopped to
A purist, Annen sends his
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own quiet way, are capable of
bass voice
deep-throated
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:141exercising the greatest of
through cone-shaped hands
financial
• Don't confuse real problems
shrewdness ' in
rather than through the metal
with imaginary ones. Look over
dealings. Other fields in which
your schedule and weed out
you could succeed: art, jourmegaphone, used by previous
nonessentials. Personality
nalism, science and arconflicts should not deter good
chitecture. Birthdate of: Peter
effort.
Arno, cartoonist, painter.
GEMINI
million, almost all of -them opponents fear the new
JOHANNESBURG, South
0
May 22 to June 21) 11164
white.
medium will be a vehicle for
( AP) — Television
Good Mercury influences
a
amsey Electedifric
should stimulate your ingenuity
Even if South Africa's'18 government propaganda. But
inally came to South Africa
and unusual ideas. Present the
million impoverished blacks the first 20-minute news
Monday night, bringing
latter at strategic moments.
and a
Newhart
could
afford sets, they have program reported all major
Bob
by
comedy
resident Of
CANCER
Hal almost no electricity in the international and local events,
local pair named
June 22 to July 23)
Orlandini and Rod Hudson, segregated townships and including the War in Angola,
A day for accomplishment!
rural reserves in which they factually and objectively.
Chopin played by Artur
Put out feelers to gain new
"South Africa has joined the
Rubenstein and inaugural live.
perspective, a broadened
The CifiVinists of WU ruling 20th century," said one young
viewpoint, a variety of opinions.
remarks by Prime Minister
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)—Sy John Vorster.
Business deals favored.
National party opposed man watching the first
LEO
Frankfort
Ramsey,
Orlandini and Hu son were television for two decades as a programs in a downtown
23)
(July 24 to Aug.
for
the
correspondent
corrupter of morals and store.
favor'
You may have a complex Associated Press, has been the critics'
The service is bilingual,
because they feared it would
"If this is the way SABC-TV
program. • Tackle - it with
of the means to carry on, they are
help break down the racial with half of the five hours
unobtrusive but solid deter- elected president
mination, however. Back what Capitol Press Club.
barriers erected by their daily in English and the other
going the right way about it,"
The organization represents said the Rand Daily Mail.
you should stoutly, but avoid
apartheid policy. They finally half in Afrikaans, the two
the
being sharp with others.
covering
newsmen
gave in to public pressure four languages of the nation's 4
The same paper said the
VIRGO
legislature and other state Newhart show, imported from
years ago and authorized the million whites. Broadcasting
P%.
W
23(
(Aug. 24 to Sept.
government news.
too
African Broadcasting officials say they hope to open
South
us
"hit
States,
United
the
arid
try
It may occur to you to
Richard Wilson of the suddenly.... Mr. Newhart's
a second channel for the black
Corp. to go visual.
imitate another to get results.
Now the government's majority by 1980.
But think again. Your own Courier-Journal was elected humor is something which
methods could prove more first vice president Tuesday, takes getting used to."
advantageous in the long run. Maria
of the
Braden
Vorster was dour and unLIBRA
Associated Press secor.d vice smiling as he inaugurated the
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Lien
Linda
and
president,
service.
Concentrate on substantial
of
Louisville
the
Raymond
Avoid
matters.
"I must confess that as a
and pertinent
activities which interfere with Times third vice president.
person I am not overFerrell Wellman of WAVE- enthusiastic about television,"
obligations. A good idea from an
unexpected source could prove TV, Louisville, was chosen
he said. "But I am pleasantly
extremely helpful.
Sergeant-at-Arms and S. Van surprised so far with the
SCORPIO
Curon of the Frankfort State quality of test transmissions. I
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) in't/tP
Journal was named chaplain think that all involved have
Keep on your own course.
the group.
of
the
and
skeptics
the
Fend off
done exceedingly well."
worry birds. Don't make
With 26-inch color TV sets
changes just because someone
for $1,000 and 250,000
selling
Charlemagne ruled France,
suggests them. Have a logical
in the past six
sold
sets
Italy and Middle Europe, and
reason.
which lat- months, the opening-night
Ostmark,
established
SAGITTARIUS
er became Austria.
audience was estimated at a
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21(
A day in which to emphasize
. your fines9e; for doing things In
'such an unusual way that others
will not only approve, but look
• forward to your next move.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Take ever/thing into account
before you begin the day. Observe outside influences,
'• trends. Do not change plans if
you logically should not
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Reagan campaign lawyer
AQUARIUS
Preliminary figures show Loren Smith said more than
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Auspicious influences now Ronald Reagan has raised 50,000 persons have given
stimulate your imagination and more money than President money to the Reagan camcreative talents. Progress and Ford in their campaigns for paign.
•. enduring reward indicated the Republican presidential
"It isn't just the money that
through properly channeled nomination.
makes us happy. It shows
efforts.
Regan also seems to be there is support out there,"
PISCES
X
raising private donations Smith said.
.
C
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
and
Ford
than
Reagan's financial edge is
Avoid impulsiveness. There's faster
such a tendency now and it qualifying for more federal magnified by public financing.
:. could lead you into errors, so be campaign subsidies than the This year for the first time,
• careful.
President.
the government is giving
for the Ford qualified presidential canspokesman
A
an
are
TODAY
BORN
YOU
extremely conservative in- campaign said the financial didates dollar-for-dollar
dividual. Your image of gap is probably temporary matching grants up to $250 for
yourself is one of respectability and
questionable each private donation they
of
and substance and you con- significance.
get.
stantly strive, not only to live up
"If you're a moderate it's a
to it, but to see that others
Because the individual
little harder to raise money,"
to Reagan's camdonations
he said.
be smaller than
On the other hand, a Reagan paign tend to
to Ford's, a
contributions
the
figures
campaigner said the
Reagan's
portion
of
greater
show broad-based support for
for the
qualifies
money
California
former
the
mathcing funds.
federal
governor.
OORINEX mem the most PP•reri.I
said about threereducing ail row Mused to 'he pubic
Official finance reports Spokesmen
.11101.11111-Clinicilly
wend.
money is
of
Reagan's
fourths
aren't due for weeks. But
by pMilinginissesity AsspotW
Wang )04pl4rsiott the suppresses
spokesmen said in matchable, but less than half
campaign
the• smildis. Ms gen Mai thee pod
money qualifies.
response to questions Monday of Ford's
mesh $ Ish-ths tiny OORINE X talk(
Based on donations through
twins psIIlim wthout *mg hungry raised about $2
Reagan
that
down phis aim* dew goes pow weight
claimed
million in public donations last October, Ford
ho as* dies sr Maus* *miss. We
takes es directed-1W sot make is*now
and Ford raised $374,000 in federal funds and
1975
during
tab wpin led wpm_ as you Oat shm
Reagan claimed $600,000.
$1.7 million.
ming dove today intA OORINEX. Satls
went out
Ischen ramie* co mon* WS
On that basis, it appeared When the first checks
2, Ford got his full
that Reagan raised money at Jan.
Most of Reagan's
the rate of more than $500,000 amount.
was held up
per month during the last federal money
auditors
government
while
quarter of 1975, compared
Central Shopping Center with $327,000 per month for pored over his more
records, but he
Ford. A Reagan spokesman voluminous
Mon-Sat. 9-9
continuing expects to get the full amount
was
pace
the
said
Sun. 12-7
soon.
Into 1976.

Frances Drake

41)

Television Finally Came To
South Africa Monday Night

R
P
Capitol Press

*DO

watchmen. Depending on wind
conditions, he can be heard up
to almost a mile away.
, was
Only once, last sumwr,
he forced to skip a night after a
rainstorm of near hurricane
force flooded his cubicle. But as
soon as the roof leak was
repaired he was back, joined by
a couple sE friends to celebrate
the event with a few glasses of
wine.
Aupen took over as watchman
15 years ago, drawing the
equivalent of $4.50 a night. At
one time, an economy minded
city official proposed dropping
the post as the watchman's
principal task — spotting fires

— had long ago been outmoded.
This stirred a successffil
protest from tradition-minded
residents. City hall yielded and
even named Armen a municipal
employe with fringe benefits
and pension rights. He now
draws the equivalent of $370 a
year from the city in addition to
his pay for his daytime work..
Armen says he has never felt
bored in his cell. Once he turned
down an offer to install a TV set.
"There is no shortage of exciting sights here," he said. U
the weather is clear, he has a
panaramic view of Lake
Geneva and the towering Savoy
Alps up to about 65 miles away.

The

i

January is Custom Framing Month at The
GalleryfInlimited.
15% Off on all Custom Framing plus a
special group of mouldings reduced even
more.
2,Off almost everything in the Store.
1
/
1.eic location Dixieland Shopping Center.
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Ford In Funding
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Coffee and buttery muffins? Coffee
and sugary donuts? Coffee and anything
...as long as it's good, mouth-watering
coffee. Instant Maxwell House
Fresh flavor. Fresh tasting. And you
make every cup fresh. In fact, with
Instant Maxwell How every cup tastes
fresh—like your first cup in the morning.

4

1

And here's a 40 savings so you can
enjoy that fresh taste all through the day.
Day after day. Instant Maxwell House.
Always "Good to the Last Drop:'

LOSE WEIGHT
STARTING TODAY

Valuet

Valuet

Values

Values

Our Biggest
Sale Ever

IIIMINMIL ISOM

On A Large Quantity of Stock

50%

Off

STORE COUPON

Books, Bibles, Records
Come by & get acquainted with our new manager, Sam Fuson, Jr.
Free Coffee & Cookies
-

The Christian Book Center
9-6 Mon.-Fri.
9-5 Sat.

808 Chestnut
753-0425

Sale Ends Sat., Jan. 10

Save 40con anysize jaroil
Instant Maxwell House.

L

on any size jar of
Instant Maxwell House
Coffee.
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Vietnam Vet Claims U. S. And
Soviets Recruiting Mercenaries
ROME, Ga. (AP) — A
widespread.
Vietnam veteran who calls
IV said he will receive
himself a "free-lance soldier" $2,M0 a month and the rank of
says he plans to work for the, major for fighting with the
Communists in
Angola Sovietbacked Popular
because the pgy is better than
for Western-backed factions in Movement for the Liberation
of Angola.
the civil war.'
The work will be routine
• The veteran, who refused to
guerilla
warfare — the hit and
allow his name to be used, was
quoted Monday by the Rome• run sort of thing," he was
News-Tribune as saying both quoted as saying.
the Soviet Union and the
In an interview with
United States are recruiting reporter Betsy Neal,
the
mercenaries to fight in veteran, who was referred to
Ongola.
as "Don," said he was
,There have been reports — recruited through
an addenied by the WIti'e House — yertiseffient in an Atlanta
itiat the Central Intelligence newspaper.
Agency has recruited merThe manager of classified
tenaries to fight against
advertising for the Atlanta
govietbacked forces.
t Although it is illegal for a Journal and Constitution —
major
tJ.S. citizen to fight in the the city's two
ervice of another eountry, the newspapers — could find no
veteran said the practice is. record of such an ad in the
past six weeks. He said
- federal regulations would
;inhibit any ad specifying
men or young persons for jobs.
"Some of my associates on
the West Coast say that
American recruiters are
coming to their door and
asking them to sign up for
When installing your elecservice," the man called Don
: tric blanket at the start of
was quoted as saying.
the winter, you should:
A. Securely pin the
blanket power cord
to the mattress or
box spring cover.
B Tie or tape the power
cord securely to the
bed springs or frame.
C. Let the cord hang
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP)
free and loose.
Pint-sized, pert Barbara Man2. The safest way to dis- drell isn't going to let having a
connect an electric baby interrupt her career.
appliance from its recepMiss Mandrell, at 27 one of
tacle is to grasp the power
the youngest regulars on the
cord and pull.
Grand Ole Opry, is due to have
0 True
0 False
her second baby in late February. She will be recording and
appearing on the Opry until
sauoieloqei
slapicapun Aq apimas
then, and will appear as sched!Cops oqqnd e se pap/kaki
uled at Hot Springs, Ark., in
uo
pioo (NI lou 'deo
mid-March.
Ilnd pue deo 6nid luatuqoel
"My doctor encouraged me to
aqiio Apoq aq buidsein
cut back, I just didn't," she
Aq spew aq sAemie wogs said in an interview at her
uoi3auuo3sw
asied
lakeside home north of Nashville. She and her husband, a
in in law
pilot for the state of Tennessee,
SOWED
SUI1SIIat41
have a son, 5.
ains
leNuelq
The 5-foot-2, 95-pound Miss
ag 'plezeq voqs E
Mandrel] has a reputation for
93npoid pue uolleins
being one of the hardest-work-tu plop Lfl aftwep
ing country music entertainers.
Aew pio3 aul 6w
She plays more than 200 dates
-des JO Oulutud '6wAi

+
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January 3,1976
ADULTS 117
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Vicky Holton and Baby
He told Miss Neal the
Girl,
2107 Coldwater Rd.,
alleged American tecruiters
Murray, Mrs. Ruth A. Pollard
are not identifying the groups
they represent but are and Baby Girl, 1201 Main St.,
Murray, Mrs. Sharon Hicks
recruiting in the name of
and Baby Boy, New Concord.
Holden Roberto, kipad of the
DISMISSALS
U.S.-backed Front for the
Edward 0. Chadwick, 106 S.
National Liberation of Angola.
12th St., Murray, Mrs.
Miss Neal said she was Suzanne Thompson, Route 4,
shown documents and letters Murray, Mts. Eva L.
supporting his claims that he Willoughby, 1602 Belmont,
had been recruited by the Murray, Miss Nicole D.
Soviets to fight in Angola and Ulrich, 1707 Ridgewood,
that he fought for them in Murray, Mrs. Annie L. Wyatt,
New Concord, Mrs. Joan
Chile in 1969 and 1970.
Eldridge, Route 6, Murray,
He said a private inMrs. Linda L. Morris, Route 1,
vestigator in Long Beach,
Kirksey, Mrs. Sharon Irvin,
Calif., specializes in finding
3540 Apt. 1, Bell Branch,
where mercenaries are
Memitis, Term., Joshua L.
needed in the world and what StockilEll,
609 Sycamore St.,
mercenaries are available for Murray,
Mrs.
Eloise
service. He did not identify the Kavanaugh, P. 0.
Box 603,
investigator.
Murray, Robert P. Hornsby,
"It takes a $50 deposit and a 813'Olive St., Murray, Carl
$10 fee each month to stay on 'Ray, Fern Terrace Lodge,
his mailing list," Don was Murray, Hemp Isabel, Route
quoted as saying, "but it is ,1 Box 482, Springville, Tenn.,
worth it to a free-lance Mfrs. Margaret Dubbs, Route
5, Box 2235, Murray, 011ie C.
soldier."
Smotherman, 1416 Vine St.,
In Minneapolis, meanwhile, Murray, Mrs. Louise Howe,
a U.S. Navy veteran who Box 265, Murray, William M.
hopes to lead a force of Runyon, Route 3, Box 384,
mercenaries to Angola, says Murray, Carl Todd, 205 Ash
he has found 15 men willing to St., Murray, Burley Colley,
fight in the conflict.
Route 1, Hazel.

Barbara Mandrel! MI Let
Having A Baby Stop Her Career

ANSWERS

age 24.
a year.
"I love to record and do ra- She said there's been no anidio and TV, but my first love is mosity from Opry regulars bethe stage," she said. "I like to cause of her age.
consider myself an entertainer, "The people I admire the
most are people like Roy Acuff
not just a singer.
"I like the feeling of hearing and Hank Snow and Tel Ritter
the audience. I like to feel the until he died," she ,said. "I apresponse. I'm more than elated preciate and respect the youngwhen I come off the stage er performers, but those older
dripping with perspiration; it's persons are why I made it."
so satisfying. Pride has a lot to She's somewhat of a woman's
libber.
do with it."
She's been musically involved "I'm proud to see more and
as long as she can remember. more women headlining shows
She learned to read music be- instead of being the token womfore she could read words, an singer," she said. "Women
played a club at Las Vegas at used to lay back a little but
age 11 and has been con- now they are more energetic
sistently recording top 10 sin- and business-minded.
gles since her firstnational re- "Tammy ( Wynette ), Loretta
lease in 1969.
-(Lynn) and Dolly (Partor
Born in Houston and raised in have done a lot for this."
Oceanside, Calif., she joined She doesn't like being called
the Grand Ole Opry in 1972 at a -girl country singer."

QUESTIONNAIRE
By way of this questionnaire I would like to ascertain the wishes of the
people I represent regarding legislation that will or may be coming
before the 1976 General Assembly. Before the 1974 General Assembly I
mailed out 500 questionnaires to my constituency; but due to the costs
of postage, printing, etc., I feel this is the best means to obtain an opinion
of my constituency.
I would sincerely like to express my deepest appreciation to the Murray
Ledger & Times for providing the space without charge for the
questionnaire.
If the questionnaire is filled by two people, please put two marks in
spaces for answers, and state at the top of the questionnaire that it is for
two people. If, however, a questionnaire contains more than two answers,that cannot be counted.
Please cut the questionnaire out and return to me.
Kenneth C.Imes
House of Representatives
201 South 3rd St.
The Capitol
or
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Frankfort Ky.40601
My sincere thanks for your time and effort.
Thank you,

KennyImes
•
•
•
•
.
•
•
•

1
y.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

6. Would you favor mandatory sentences for drunk driving removing a judge's
prerogatives for such offenses?
Yes
No
7. Would you favor stiffer penalties for drunk driving offenses?
Yes _Jo
8. Would you favor credit be given for trade-ins on new CIOS for sales tax purposes?
Yes
No
9. Do you favor taxation of church property other than the sanctuary and educational
facilities of such churches?
Yes
No
10. What do you believe the annual compensation of a state legislator (representaive
& senator) should be? This is to include salary, auto expense, postage, secretarial
41'
assistance.

Values to'25"

NOW 199°

Values to'28"

NOW

NOW

209°

Values to s2199
Values to 124"
Values to 53499

Womens Rack - Short Lots

Tocll

Regularly 97.99 to '27.99

Special Values

NOW 1090

Children's Shoes
Buster Brown
Selected Styles Values to 97.99

NOW 69°

IICAMPO

Joa

106 So. 5th St. - Downtown

ADAMS

14'
1°
Now 18°
9
NOW 269°
NOW

C.

13. Do you favor retention of the new law establishing a presidential preference
primary election in Kentucky?
Yes
No
14. Do you favor returning a portion of severance tax revenue to the county from
which the coal is extracted?
Yes
No
IS. De you favor a constitutional amendment to provide annual sessions of the Kentocky General Assembly?
No
Yes
16. On the basis of the information you now have do you favor the jadicial amendment
that was passed by the people in November?
Yes
No

I SIMI fe(

Ivy sale,
!
I
I any .14
twoUN IS
i
l1
a %preWed nod
COUPON

12. For the purposes of raising state revenue would you favor a Kentucky Derby Lottery or periodic state lotteries as opposed to increasing general or sales tax rates
should this ever became necessary?
Yes
No

Roblee-Pedwin-Dexter

i

Values to'23"

MEDALISMS

11. Would you favor a constitutional amendment that would allow a Kentucky Governor to succeed himself at least one term?

MENS

13'10
Now 17'
1°

Values to'19"

3. Would you be for the legislature granting collective bargaining to public employees? Namely: police, firemen, sanitation employes
Yes
No

S. Are you in favor of state aid for private or parochial schools?
_ _ _ Yes
No

Tremendous Savings on Famous Naturalizer, Life Stride,
Dexter, Roblee and Buster Brown Shoes
Short Lots and Seasonal Patterns
Don't Delay...Come In. Bargain Buys in Famous Brand Footwear

;:

2. Do you favor legalizing abortion during the first six months of pregnancy upon the
request of the mother regardless of reason?
Yes
No

4. Would you favor giving school teachers the right of professional negotiation) (i. e.
collective bargaining)
Yes
No

GREAT SAVINGS DAYS ARE HERE NOW!
AT ADAMS SHOES

WOMENS

1. Do you favor rescinding Kentucky's 1972 ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment(ERA)to the U.S. Constitution.(A yes vote opposes ERA; a no vote favors ERA..
Yes
No

•
•

•

3r1() 3tIt•

Lg.

Seas

17. Would you favor a bill that would place a two-year moratoria!" on all
full-time
state jobs to the effect that if•vacancy occurs by reason of resignation, death or
for
any reason that that vacancy shall not be filled thus reducing the number of
state employees and bureaucrat and a reduction of tbe state payroll?
Yes
Ne

4

4
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SOUTHS1DE

NORTHSIDE
tout a Chestnut

JIM ADAMS FOODLINERS

6AM-12PM
CLOSED SUNDAY

12th & Story
8 AM-10 PM

'

Prices Good Thru Tuesday, Jan. 13, 1976.

iGli

The Difference Is Friendly Service
And

Everyday LOW Prices

U.S. CHOICE

Shoulder Roast- -Lb.Sr

BUSH'S

CHUCK
ROAST

Your

Choice

SWISS
STEAK

BLADE CUT

Lb.

$

Lb.

U.S. CHOICE

08

5

PRO-LEAGUER WIENERS-

Lb. $148

- 69c

No. 300 rize cans

SUCED SMOKED

PURE

1/4 HAM-4

Lb. $1 08

GROUND CHUCK

Lb. $ 1 38

U.S. CHOICE

our own store made

SHORT RIBS

PIMENTO CHEESE .

Lb.

513c

RED CROSS LONG 16 oz

SEA CALL

On
weeks in our Bankroll
drawings
"
,Me
we do not list the individuals
name drown. This is because we cannot
use an individuals name without a release
signed by them. We offer a consolation
prize to the individuals who have their
names drown, but don't have their cards
punched. However, some people prefer not
to have their name's used in our advertising.
We do announce the name that is drawn
each week for each store on the local radio
at 4:05 p. m. and 4:10 p. m. each Saturday
afternoon. We can announce that name as
• part of the Bankroll drawing - but, we
cannot use the name in our advertising
without a signed release from the individual.

For 891

PEANUT BUTTER

RAGU MEAT 151/2 oz.

GRATED 6% oz. CAN

21b. -.s1 19

39c

SPAGHETTI SAUCE

CANS I
FOR

BUNNY-16 oz.

FRENCH BREAD

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

HUNT'S 15 oz. CAN

CREAM STYLE

TOMATO SAUCE

39;

CRISCO
$

GOLD or WHITE

C

PRIDE
Of UAW

4447114,7i.Tcor"

/

SHORTENING

3 LB.
CAN

A Note On Bankroll

$1"

BIG CHIEF

SPAGHETTI

CANS $
FOR

SHREDDED KRAUT
TURNIP GREENS with TURNIPS
SPINACH
SHOWBOAT PORK'N'BEANS
PINTO BEANS
SPECIUED BUrTERBEANS
NORTHERN BEANS
•
CHO HOT BEANS
KIDNEY BEANS
CROWDER PEAS

FIELD'S 12 oz. PKG.

RIB STEAKS

A

BUSH'S--

FRESH SLICED

Beef Liverrn

--

DOLLAR STRETCHER

U.S.mon

U.S. CHOICE

HEAVY DUTY

CAN

ALUMINUM
FOIL-18"x25'
—SAVE 20` PER CAN—
At this price
quantities will
be limited.

39

TAST-O-SEA

SAVE 24C

50 OFF LABEL

Cheer =4"

$389

DETERGENT

FISH STICKS

16

oz.89c

COFFEEAAATE

x 15 oz

I1G11 12 oz.

VANILLA WAFERS

49c

311
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THIS WEEKS

CHEF BOY-AR-DEE

•‘A

'11PAGE 19 TH

-79

WITH CHEESE

Is

Northside IGA

TABLERITE

MARGARINE1 Lb.

35c

GOLDEN FINGER

BLEACH

39

\sil CARROTS

ICEB1URG

LETTUCE

2 Lb. Bag..

Southside IGA

ZIPPER SKIN—JUICY

TANGERINES
Largo 180

size.

4

• Doz.

FRESH—SNO-WHITE

10c off label
Save 24( off reg. price.

PUREX

CAULIFLOWER
Head

1

HEAD

69'

Lost Week's Curds At
Both Stores Not Punched
BE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR
CARD PUNCHED
THIS WEEK/1

•

IUTHSIDE
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!me Named Committee Chairman
•

1/81Torr.....

•

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Rep. Norbert Blume has
become chairman of the
House Labor and Industry
Committee, apparently as a
kind of SOP for being bumped
as House speaker in the 1976
session.
The Louisville Democrat
accepted the post Tuesday on
the opening day of the session
and said he was misunderstood several weeks ago
when he was quoted as saying
he would not accept any
committee post after failing to
win a third term as speaker.
Blume said his actual words
were that he "wotA not seek a
committee chairmanship."
And he added that he and
Rep. William Kenton, DLexington, the new speaker,
closer
are
probably
philosophically than any
others in the General
Assembly.
There was no drastic shuffle
in the 15 committees of each
chamber.

close
As
expected,
adherents of Gov. Julian
Carroll, a Democrat, gained
more leadership positions and
posts on committees, while
_allies of former Gov. Wendell
Ford, another Democrat who
was not close to Carroll, lost
some.
Blume's appointment is
something of a concession to
Jefferson County, which this
year has no representative in
any of the five top house
positions.
In the Senate, Mrs. Georgia
Davis Powers, D-Louisville,
lost her post as Health and
Welfare Committee chairman, and William Gentry,0Bardstown, no longer is
majority whip. But both were
named at-large members of
the powerful Rules Committee.
new
Among
Senate
chairmen: Tom Ward, 13Versailles, citiesa Daisy
Thaler, D-Louisville, Counties
and Special Districts; Nelson

Allen, 13-Russell, Education;
Walter Strong, D-Beattyville,
Health and Welfare; John
Lackey, D-Fticiunond, Labor
and Industry; Frank Miller,
D-Bowling Green, State
Tom
Government, and
Easterly, D-Frankfort,
Business Organizations and
Professions.
Other chairmen are Ken
Gibson, D-Madisonville,
Agriculture and Natural
Resourc61.; Delbert Murphy,
D-OwensboRcAppropriationS
and Revenue; Nicholas
Baker, D-Louisville, Banking
and Insurance; Gus Sheehan,
D-Covington, Elections and
Constitutional Amendments;
Tom Mobley, 13-Louisville,
Highways and Traffic Safety;
Mike Moloney, 13-Lexington;
Judiciary; William Sullivan,
D-Henderson, the other
portion of Judiciary dealing
with the new judicial changes;
and Bill Quinlan,0-Louisville,
Public Utilities and Tran-
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Promote Orderly Growth
As a leader in the
exVThe
sion of genetic eerricets,
National FoundatiesoMarch
of Dimes has taken steps to
promote orderly growth of this
new branch of medicine. A
March of Dimes advisory
committee of ten prominent
geneticists from around the
country has drawn up a comprehensive set of guidelines
for its development.
The Foundation uses these
guidelines to evaluate services
provided at some 70 genetics
programs we fund throughout
the United States.
Genetic services, which
started taking shape in the
mid-1950s, include diagnosis
of inherited disorders, referral
for treatment when possible,

(AP Wirephoto)

e

********************************************

by Arthur I. Salisbury, MIL
Vice President for
Medical Services
The National FoundationMarch of Dimes

II
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March Of Dimes Develops Guidelines
For Genetic Services Field

Can you imagine trying to
build a house without blueprints? An army of workers
; with,a'mountain of materials
N....eouldti4 do the job properly
without plans to guide them.
A similar situation exists
today in the rapidly -expanding field of genetic servicesthe application of scientific
knowledge to prevent inherited diseases. Every day more
health professionals are getting involved, new and improved diagnostic techniques
are being developed,and services are becoming more widely
available. But without guidelines to coordinate these developments, efficiency and
quality are sure to suffer.

Philpott, Agriculture and
Natural Resources; Jim
Bruce, D-Hopkinsville,
Banking and Insurance;
Terry Mann, D-Newport,
Business Organizations and
Professions; Bob Benson, DLouisville, Cities; Gross
Lindsay, D-Henderson,
Counties; Don Stephens, DLexington, Education; Jim
Dunn,D-Louisville, Elections;
Jerry Kleier,
Health and Welfare; Hank
Hancock. D-Frankfort, Highways and Traffic Safety; Tom
Givhan, D-Shepherdsville,
Judiciary; Charles Wible, DOwensboro, other portion of
Judiciary; Bill McBee, DBurlington, Public Utilities;
Fred Morgan, D-Paducah,
State Government.

sportation.
In the House, Joe Clarke,0Danville, kept the reins on the
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee, probably the most
powerful one in either
chamber.
Clarke has advocated
various reforms, including a
stipulation that each bill introduced contain an estimate
of what the legislation would
cost.
House Democrats Tuesday
adopted - this view, but bow
soon it can be made effective
is uncertain because the
Legislative Research Commission would have to'make
the fiscal projections for each
measure.
chairHouse
Other
manships: Don Blandford, 13-

............\\OURNTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

SHOP
AND SAVE
AT

KARYOTYPINO. Geneticist, Dr. Laird G. Jackson, and genetics assistant, Dianne Linn, construct a karyotype of a patient's chromosomes
at Thomas Jittfersoe University Hospital, Philadelphia. These charts
of Om tiny threadlike bodies in cell nuclei which govern inheritanc•
are used In diagnosis of certain genetic disorders.

and counseling to families and
individuals known or suspected to be at risk for heritable birth defects.
The effect is to enable peopile to understand and cope
with birth defects that have
already occurred and to make
informed decisions about future childbearing.
Throe Levels of Servke
In the last ten years, knowledge gained from research
into hereditary defects has
grown rapidly. It is now time
to translate this information
into medical services. The
Foundation advisory committee estimates that only about
a quarter of the national need
for genetic services is met.
The panel's guidelines call
for genetic services to be organized on three levels:

Level I, comprising care in
physicians' offices, clinics, or
other health facilities.
- Level II, services centered
in community hospitals and
offering more extensive resources for evaluation.
Level III,consisting of comprehensive genetic centers located in university-affiliated
teaching hospitals, providing
a full range of diagnosis,
counseling, and treatment.
Responsibility for assuring
optimum care must rest with
specially trained physicians.
Although other health professionals can and must play important roles in the delivery of
genetic services, only a qualified specialist has the clinical
training and knowledge of
genetics needed for comprehensive care of families affected by heritable disorders

****************
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Red Grapefruit
Oranges
Radishes
Carrots

Hyde Park
Grade A Large

Eggs
Limit 2 With $7.50 Add.
Per. Excluding Tobacco
Dairy Products.

2

"FRIENDLY GIANT"
USDA Choice

2
Lb.

swift s
Butterball

Turkeys

16 lb. & 1110

USDA Choice

Pot Roast
Swiss Steak
Chuck Steak
Sirloin Steak
Stew Meat

99
99!
.$16?

USDA Choice

USDA Choice

USDA Choice

USDA Choice Boneless

Swift's

Wieners
Pure Lean

$11 Hunt's Fruit Cocktail
Gt. Northern's Joan of Arc
79c Stokely Cut Beet's
12 oz. Pig
Queen of Scott Corn
Hermitage
Potato Salad Read German
12 oz.

69. 79c

US Inspected Cut Up Family
Pack

Pork Chops
Fresh Picnic Pork Roast
Pork Spare Rib

12 oz. Pkg.
Lb

Country Style

•

16 ox. Can /119

16 oz.
-8 Btl.
Ctn.

Lb

99'

5 lb $1 /9

Lb 37'
Lb 69'
12 oz 6/1"
28 oz. Bot. 1/51

Pepsi's
01139
1111

Plus Deposit

Baby Beef
Steak Saki

Round Steak $4 19
T-Bone Steak I

Pringles
Ronco Spaghetti
Kraft Singles
Hyde Park Pot Pies
Gold & Krisp Potato Chips
Golden Grain Macaroni & Cheese

01
2 Lb.
is..

89
99'
69'

89'

701.19'

$1"
3/89'
Twin Pack 59'
i 01. 3/89'
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Tissue

Cc

14 oz.

4 Roll
Pkg.

Charmin Tissue
Delsey Tissue
Viva Fiesta Towels

29 oz.
Can

Hyde Park Corn
Armour Beef Stew
Double Luck Green Beans
Musselmann's Applesauce

Twin Pock

Coronet

Peaches
kot

99! Del Monte Tomato Juice

Rib Steak nnt
Sirloin Steak 77.

16
:
701.1
2
/
/$1
$ 00:

Strawberry Preserves Scot Lad
Bama Grape Jelly
Bush Gt. Northern's

19!
99!

Pork Sausage

15 oz.

59' 32 oz.
59' Bot.
89' Say-Sum Salad Dressings

S119
.

1/4 loin

1/89'

Catsup

Family
Pack

Wieners
Riverside Bologna
Kingsford
Breaded Chuckwagon Patties

WAS

Hunt's

Bacon

Arrowheads

15 oz.

"Th

Ai

16 oz.
Can

VP

Gr.
Beef

88
Queen of Scot Coffee Creamer
Hyde Park Sugar
C & H Powdered Sugar
Sunshine Cheez-lt
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6 oz.

20th.
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18 oz. 59'
5 lb. Beg 89'
5 lb. 79'
12 oz. 51'
111. Oirs 31'

Ca

U Navels'

Potatoes

Cake Mix Duncan Hines limit Flavors
Cake Mix Betty Crocker limited Flavors
Gold Medal Flour
Self-Rising Meal Scoff's Pearl
Kellogg's Corn Flakes
Hyde Park Margarine

Round Steak

6/89'
12'
15'
- th 25'
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